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NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established In
1S46.
In 1874 the Courier was established
and consolidated with the Gazette In 1882.
The Free Press was cat&hiished In 1855, and
In 1891 changed its name to the Tribune
Those papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
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It is not the quantity but the
j ••• quality which determines the mind’s •••
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For Low Cost of operation, ease and comfort in
riding the CHEVROLET has no equal for a low
priced automobile.

Call 837-M and ask for a demonstration and regards
to our easy payment plan

Roadster,
Touring,

$490.00
$495.00

Utility Coupe, $640.00
Sedan,
$795.00

ALL PRICES F. O. B. FLINT, MICH

SEA

VIEW.

GARAGE
Main Street

Telephone 837-M.

“Our next car will be
Philco equipped!”
ITH our old battery gone ‘West’—a 12-foot
wall-of water thundering down on us—we left
the car and ran for our lives...........Our battery was
gone—therefore our car was gone.......... Our next
car will be Philco equipped,’’ writes Mrs. T. G. T.

W

Motorists are fast learning, like Mrs. T. G. T., that depend
able batteries today are as vital as dependable brakes—that
for safe, comfortable driving there is no substitute fcr a power
ful, long-life, guaranteed Philco Diamond-Grid Battery.

Answers Two Questions
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Noting Delmar Howard’s query, 1
think Jeff Davis never saw or heard
tell of that pile of stones on top of
Ragged Mountain which he says w;i3
generally known as Jeff Davis’ Mon
ument, although Davis did visit
Camden some time in the year
1858. About I860, a party of engi
neers camped on that mountain, part
of a company employed in the U. K.
Coast Survey, mapping or surveying
this section.
Those rocks and ring
bolts they put there to hold their sig
nal flagstaff.
Proliably the Stars
and Stripes never floated therefrom.
As a boy I used often to see their
signal flag, which could be seen
many miles at sea.
A. Y. Boggs
tells me there were three wagon
roads up which they hauled sup
plies to their camp.
One road led
from the Thorndike neighborhood,
one from the Barnes side and one
from Camden.
Probably Aunt Tildy can answer
the most of her own questions and I
hope she will, tor I also wanterknow.
Many years ago I read what pur
ported to be the story of "O. K.”
During the campaign of Jacahary
Taylor, cur 12th President, he wrote
a letter to one cf his friends, telling
cf his chances ar.d the political con
ditions in his section of the country.
He used the words “ail correct.” but
being short on bock learning and a
poor speller he wrote “Oil Korect."
His enemies seized the opportunity to
hold him up to ridicule, saying he
would disgrace the Presidential chair.
It proved a b omerang. for the story
only made "Old Rough and Ready"
more popular with his border friends.
“Oil Korect" was soon shortened to
O. K. and came to stand for some
thing good, or the best—in fact "Oil
Korect."
F. S. Philbrick.
Rockland. April 24.

Gov. Baxter has issued the follow
ing proclamation designating Friday.
May 9, as Arbor Day in the State:
"The tree is one of tlie most beau
tiful objects of nature and although
there are those who would give this
distinction to the river, mountain,
lake, or waterfall, the tree always has
been my preference Both from senti
mental and practical viewpoint. To
me It outranks ail of nature’s crea
tions.
Whether it be the tree
standing alrflie in graceful outline,
offering shade to man or beast and
a place cf abode for the birds of the
air, or the grove or forest teeming
with wildlife, 1 hold that the trees of
Maine are its proudest possession.
“Trees clothe ihe ibarren eirth ar.d
make it fruitful and habitable for
man and beast,
I think that I shall never see
A poem lovely as a tree:
A tree whose hungry mouth is prest
Against the earth's sweet flowing breast:
A tree diet looks at Cod ail day,
And lifts her leafy arnai to pray;
A tree that may in summer wear
A nest of rohlns In her hair;
I'pon witose bosom snow has lain;
Who intimately lives with rain.
Poems are made by fools like me.
But only Cod can moke a tree.

Tel. 661

©HAM©Mis, ©EH®

AWNINGS
Painted or Woven Stripe and
Khaki Waterproof Wagon Covers,
Ec to 11c per square foot.
Telephone 225-R

W. F. TIBBETTS

of under-tige, under-powered batteries. Sooner or later they will
get you into embarrassing, humiliating, or positively dangerous situations.

61

FRONT ST., ROCKLAND
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Eggs Will Be Higher

COAL
Coal Coal

One can of

“KEEP-’EM-FRESH”
in four gallons of cold water
will preserve from 20 to 24
dozen eggs.

Price 30c

Keep-Em-Fresh
Original

E£g Preservative.

REDUCTION IN PRICE
9.50

Coke ................................

14.00

A lingering fragrance stays and will not
go;
A benediction haunts the place and clings
Upon the drifting salt mists hanging low
Here once, an unseen angel’s fluttering
wing
Touched a bey’s heart awake and made it
fclcg.
II.
Never the kind’y fo k in that small town.
Dwelling beside the Head Tide of the sea.
Guessed of the gift the angel tank’d down
And left upon their sandy, inland lea ;
Or guessed that then the brightest star In
heaven
Was brought to earth to make it thrice more
dear,
The brightest star of seventy and seven —
Leaving it darker there, more perfect here;
For our world grew grand with its Insiacance—
This poet’s heart of ours that sings on
Wttl send it’s splendid mush; down the dis
tance
Of countless ages, till the earth Is done.
Oh. matchless soul of song, or, gift well
given,
iPoet of Maine, crowned laureate in heaven.
Frances Wright Turner
Ellsworth.

The Choate track team waa defeat
ed 58 to 50, Iby New Haven High
School, on the Yale Field, last week,
but it was through no fault of a
Rockland student, Jack Black. The
Choate News says: “Jack Black
easily won the javelin throw, with
a hurl of 130 feet. 11 inches. Black
showed excellent Torn) and did truly
remarkable work, considering the
weather.”

WALHSLEY Bangor

BATTERIES

DEVELOPING
AND

PROMPT DELIVERY AND SATISFACTORY

PRINTING

SERVICE

All Films Hand Developed

FRED R. SPEAR
5 PARK STREET.

R. W. TYLER
MAIL ORDERS A SPECIALTY

TEL. 255

ICE
Ton Lots $3.50
S. D. BEATON
PROMPT SERVICE.

WELL

TEL. 672-M

41-tf

HEELED

And well soled too, and in a far better financial condition will
you be if you have your shoes repaired at our plant. WE MAKE
’EM LOOK LIKE NEW. Try our Crepe Rubber Sport Shoe Solo.

ODD FELLOWS BLOCK

.(

WITHINGTON

•

Rockland Shoe Repairing Co.
18 SCHOOL STREBt.

COMING SCON

WATCH FOR THE DATE

IHE HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME
PARK THEATRE

Proclamation of Daylight Saving
In accordance with the vote of March 3rd, 1924, favoring
Daylight Saving and with the approval of the City Council of
the City of Rcekland, I hereby proclaim that the City clocka on
8PNDAY, APRIL 27th, 1924, at 2 o’clock A. M. will be act ahead
one. hour and will continue on thia basic until 2 o'clock A. M.

on SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 2Sth, 1934, at which

time

they will

be set back one hour and during tho period between the dates

and times aforesaid, the business of the City of Rockland will be
conducted on such time and arrangement.
(Signed)

C. F. 3N0W,
,

Mayor.

Dated April 23, 1924.

48-49

ICE
Service Guaranteed
Telephone 361-W

and king kleagle of the Ku Klux Kian
in Maine sinfe the order was formed
in this State, has resigned.
Mr.
Farnsworth made this announcement
Thursday night following a session
ait the Forest avenue headquarters.
The retiring kleagle declared that
his resignation was not forced or
'brought about by any charges of
malfeasance, fraud or treason.
He
usserted such reports were “false
and malicious.”
Ill-health and a feeling that a
younger man could better carry on
the work in Maine prompted his ac
tion. he announced.
His resigna
tion was forwarded to Dr. W. H. Ev
ans. imperial wizard, on April 21,
he said. Mr. Farnsworth statud that
he still is a klansman and that his
resignation does not mean a break
within the ranks of the order.
The Evening Express said: "Ac
ceptance of Mr. Farnsworth’s resig
nation automatically divorces him
from all connection with the Maine
Kian or its work.
The action
comes as a culmination to several
weeks of investigation within the
Kian, conducted by secret operatives
says this paper's informant,
from national Kian headquarters
'"It Is also understood that a new
king kleagle already has. been ap
pointed to supervise the Maine Kian
and is expected to arrive-here within
the near future."

High School graduation were decided
upon at a meeting of the Senior claM
Thursday, when the following stu
dents were elected to participate in
the program:
History—Wend't-11 Thornton, eon of
Charles II. Thornton, 5 Fulton street.
Prophecy—Sidney Snow, oom ®t.
Mayor and Mrs. Carlton F. Snow, 2|
Talbot avenue.
Ode—Gertrude Smitih, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Smith, 71
Summer s-treet.
Oration—Frederick Stewart, eon of
Mr. and Mrs. George T. Stewart, 8#
Willow street.
Poem—Clark Staples (Mr». Belle
Corthell guardian). 28 Masonic etretet;
Presentation of Gifts—Elmer Rill
ing. son of Mr. and Mrs. Harry T.
Rising, 5 Purchase street, to the
girls; Helen Griffin, daughter of Mr*
Mary E. Griffin, 17 Water street, to
the boys.
Marshal—Frank Stewart, eon of
Mr. and Mrs. George T. Stewart

get your copies aa quickly as possible,
so that we may havet an accurate
check on who has received their
booklets and who has not.
If you
have more friends living out of town
than you have copies for, we will be
glad to forward them a booklet up
on submission of their names.”

OU will find it eco
nomical to get an
Exide because it lasts
so much longer.

Y

Y%u will find it eco
nomical to come here
for repair work on any
make of battery, be
cause our work is of the
lasting kind.

House-Sherman
Inc.
ROCKLAND, ME.

We handle only genuine Exide port9

DIRTY STREETS UNPOPULAR

DIRT
—and how to get rid ot it
Dirt, lodged in your rugs, are of three kinds.
1. Light surface dirt, dust, scraps and
crumbs.
2. Stubborn clinging litter . . , threads,
ravelings, lint and hairs.
3. DESTRUCTIVE,
GERM
LADENED
DIRT . . . ashes, sand and grit which is scuffed
off and sifted deep into the nap of your rugs.
These particles of dirt have sharp edges which,
under the constant tread of feet, are like a
thousand tiny knives cutting away the soft nap
of your rugs.
The HOOVER that BEATS—as it SWEEPS—
as it CLEANS beats out, sweeps up and suctions
away all the destructive, germ ladened dirt, cling
ing litter and surface dirt and brightens the colors
of your rugs.
Our little booklet on, “DIRT—and how to get
rid of it,” will tell you how to keep your rugs
bright and clean and at the same time lengthen
their life. With no obligation on your part what
ever, send in this coupon and we'll send this
booklet by return mail. It’s absolutely free.

Central Maine Power Co.
AT ANY OF OUR STORE8

• COUPON------------------------CENTRAL MAINE POWER fO.
Augusta, Maine
Without any obligation on my part whatever, please
send me by return mail your booklet on "DIRT—and
how to get rid of it.”

MILE OF BAD ROAD

A Macadam Stretch To Be Built Be^
tween Northport and Belfast.

Word comes to the office of the
State Highway Commission that *
section of unimproved road which the
commission is building between Bel
fast and Northport on Northport
avenue, is impassable for automo
biles. This section of road is about
IT BOOMS ROCKLAND
one mile in length and will be to
Illustrated Booklot Gotten Out By this condition probably until after a
few dryng days.
Chamber of Commerce Is Attrac
The commission have plans In
five.
hand, nnd the greater portion of the
material has been drawn out this
(Members of the Chamber of
winter, for building a macadam road
Commerce have received the follow,
.
ct
.
nn
on mis
this k
location
canon ana
and wore
work wiu
will ubs
be
ing communication from Secretary ,
..
.
,
. .
„
M»^rv>nntabegun the minent the ft >st is ail out i
MacDonald:
of the re ad and the roadbed has dried j
“Our free edition of the illustrated
out and settled.
booklet about Rockland is now ready
for distribution, and In order to as
FOUR READABLE BOOKS
sist our members In the distributing
of these booklets, we will furnish en
“Redburn: His First Voyage,” by
velopes for mailing, free of charge.
Tho object In furnishing the envel Herman Melville, The experiences of
opes is that we request each and Wellingborough Redburn during hl*
every member to send copies of this
booklet to people living away from first voyage are sufficiently thrilling
Rockland, with the object in view and harrowing to deter almost any
of interesting them in spending their normal boy from following his ex
ample, though the circumstances seem
vacations here.
*‘We believe that with your co-op In no wise exaggerated but only such
eration it w'ould be possible to In as might happen to any boy in like
crease our summer business.
The situation. The description of occur-'
first distribution of these booklets rences on the trip and at places visit
has been arranged so that each mem ed, the Liverpool docks, the emigrant,
ber will be entitled to at least five ships, the fogs of Newfoundland,
copiesThe writer sincerely hopes make interesting reading, esg
that you will call at the office and to any boy with red- blood”

si'vtred pull flies outward tn tlie sea.

Anthracite Coal............. $17.00
Steam Coal....................

Rockland will be the first city in and also from its very nature could
Maine to adopt the Community Chest not accurately estimate its expendi
tures. The fact that much of the
idea which has gained such nation
institution’s support comes in the
wide popularity the past few years. shape of voluntary contributions by
At a meeting in City Council room summer residents who would not care
Thursday night the idea was endorsed to participate in the Chest was also
by a group of representative citizens mentioned.
,
and a committee appointed to com
Col. AV. H. Butler and Postmaster
plete a Community Chest organization Blethen had a lively tilt over the
consisting of G. B. Wood. H. B. Bird, status of the G. A. R. property as re
A. W. Gregory. W. O. Fuller, G. H. gards the city and the Sons of Vet
Blethen, H. E. Robinson, W. H. But erans. No referee was present so
ler and E. W. MacDonald.
The the go was called a draw with the
Chamber of Commerce will sponsen amicable agreement that the Sons of
the work.
Veterans paid the hills. It devel
About a score of people were pres oped however that the plant was
ent when George 15. Wood called the practically self-supporting.
meeting to order and- explained the
Secretary MacDonald of the Cham
cause of the call. The Community ber qf Commerce explained the Inner
Chest would finance the city’s chari workings of the Community Chest
ties. the Home for Aged Women, the in the 300 cities where it Is already
Salvation Army, the Red Cross, the in active operation. In even- instance
Children's Mljk Fund, the Dental the organization was hacked by the
Clinic, the Children’s Playground and Chamber of Commerce. The drive is
the deficit on the G. A- R- property. closely organized with a professional
It would raise all this money, total director, a poster campaign and an
ing $15,000, at one big drive and Intensive drive among all classes, the
prevent duplication of effort, save j workers being asked to contribute a
much time for busy people and inci day's pay. The names of the charities
dentally provide a substantial saving are listed on the backs of the pledge
in advertising and campaign expenses. J cards and the giver can indicate the
“It’s always the same faithful few I one he prefers.
who go out on these drives,” said Mr.
A tentative estimate was presented
Wood. "People get so they hate the by the chairman slating the Red Cross
sight of us. This new system would at $37)00; Salvation Army, $3500; the
make It only cne drive, would provide Home for Aged Women, $2200; Chil
many more workers and group a dren's Playground, $500; Dental
sufficient number of charities so that Clinic, $500; special fund to be ad
an appeal could be made to every ministered by the Red Cross, $1000;
one.”
campaign expenses, $1000; contin
In discussing the list rf institutions gent fund, $800; totaling $16,000, It
and charities to be taken care of was voted to secure if possible Di
Knox County General Hospital was rector Spaulding of the Salvation
considered and the meeting decided Army drive fame and have him stage
not to include it because it was a the Community Chest drive the last
county rather than a city institution week in June.

“The tree is indispensable to
modern life.
The products o£ our
forests are used daily by all citi
zens, knd we seldom appreciate the
extent Pu v.ht.'h these products en
ter into the Mfe ot the home, and
into the prosperity of the industrial
and commercial interests if the na
tion.
"Now therefore, I. Percival P. Bax
ter, Governor of Maine, hereby pro
claim Friday, May 9, 1924, Arbor Day
in the State cf Maine, and I urge
our people to give it appropriate ob
servance.
"It is ef vital imp rtance for the
State of Maine to have a continu
ing and dependable supply of timber,
and it is of equal importance for the
trees if Maine to be preserved for
their esthetic and sentimental value.
"I urge citizens tn
plant trees
• ibout their homes, and officers of our
municipalities and counties tn plant
trees along the highways.
Nothing
would contribute more to the beyuty
of our State than to have our roads'
fined with the stately pine, spruce,
elm ar.d maple.
“The State itself should load in
forestry work, and should acquire ext nsive areas of low priced timber« • • •
land to lie used for park purposes, for
Snake Name Wanted
game sanctuaries, und for experi
Editor cf The Courier-Gazette: —
mental reforestation and silva cul
When I was a boy of 12 I had been ture.
out sailing with several older boys
e.nil we landed on Patten ft tint. We
T3 CDV/IN ARLINGTON ROBINSON
saw a water snake lying on the shore,
his body in Ihe water, head out. ills
[For The Coorier-Nazctte]
length was four to six feet, his body
about five inches thick. My older Just inland front the reeky coast of Maine.
winds vwte;t up (he marshes with the
brother killed him with an oar. Can Wliere rl,1e.
come one give the name of ihe snake? And frnat tbc singing sea the wild refrain
Comet drifting < it the tideless reaches wide,
I.. E. Fogg.
Tiie reii-wdnged blackbird eoars tu meet the
South Thomaston.
sun.

Tiie

F. W. FARREL COMPANY
Rockland.

WE WANTERKNOW!

ELECTED BY CLASS

FARNSWORTH QUITS

Trees Indispensable To Mod
And the Ku Klux Kian Will Wendell Thornton Historian
ern Life, Says Gov. Bax- ^rst City In Maine To Adopt the Community Chest
and Sidney Snow Prophet
Have New King Kleagle in
ter, and
He
Invokes
Idea—Big Drive In June.
—Other Elective Parts. ■ A,
Maine.
Elective parts for the approaching
Rhyme.
F. Eugene Farnsworth, organizer

Kej-stone Cigars—Mild, Sumatra Aid v lien tlie da\ breaks and anon is done
deep.-,I criin on glow-t most t nderl.v.
Wrapper, Long Filler. At all stores. The
For tnmetii.w. Itete, wliere the wild marsh
94-tf
bird sings.
/

Don’t wait for your “next” car to be Phiico equipped. Get
your Philco NOV/ and bo safe.

643 Main St.
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ROCKLAND WILL PIONEER

PROCLAIMSARBOR DAY

The Courier-Gazette

Satoriay

Nothing makes more of an impres
sion upon a stranger itassing through
a town than the condition of its
streets, not the condition of the pav
ing alone, but the cleanlin' ns of the
roadbed and the sidewalks. Last
Sunday afternoon any one walking
an Elm street would have thought a
circus had oaimped in front of the
Curtis Hardware store, as the side
walk was literally covered with pea
nut shells and paper bags. This was
of course done thoughtlessly, but why
not have as much pride in the ap
pearance of our troautiful town tis we
have in our home, it is doubted if
even the most careless would leave
th'.-' front porch or sidewalk of their
home in such a condition as was the
pavement on Elm street. In many
cities the law lays a penalty upon
anyone throwing trash upon the pub
lic streets. Let us keep ours clean
because we pride ourselves ui>on the
looks of Camden's streets and desire
to .have it known as tho cleanout
town In Knox County.—Camden Her
ald.
Every good citizen will endorse
Editor Robbins' advice. There's often
room for improvement here In our
own city.
PENNSYLVANIA LIME

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:
I notice in the Portland Press Her
ald, regarding the car of Pennsyl
vania lime, irought for the Rockland
school building that E. L. Brown,
chairma l, if quoted correctly says
the limo was purchased through 15.
C. Perry, to advantage. I would like
to know whoso advantage,
Mr.
Petry's, the city’s or the contractor's?
Mr. Perry whould have insisted in
putting in his own brand of Tolman
wood burnt lime, and it is the duty
of the chairman to ste that Rockland
lime was used, if he wished to keep
Rockland on the map and boom
Rockland's lime business.
Citizen of Rockland.

For the
Baseball
'News
Read the

Boston Globe

veins sod an imagination

visualizing each scene as it Is de
scribed In these pages. Publshed by
L. C. Page & Co.
• « • *

"Penelope and the Gdlden Orch
ard." By Dorothea Castlehun. The
young girl. Penelope, has problems of
her own but frequently puts them
aside in order to assist others, and In
doing this she unwittingly brings
about conditions which solve her own
problems and bring her many sur
prises and much happiness. Through
the "Golden Orchard" Penelope walks
to a deserted house where she finds
quiet und peace for a season till on
one trip she unexpectedly finds it oc
cupied and at this time the real ac
tion of the story begins. A hidden
trap door, a secret staircase, a “treas
ure chest" and the key thereof con
stitute the mystery of the story and
in discovering all these the party of
young people find their time and their
interest fully engaged. Published by
L. C. Page & Co.
• • • •
Foul Piny, by Charles Reade and
Dion Boucioault, is a story that will
appeal to all thoso who are fond of
the sea and adventure. The hero,
Robert Penfold, is the victim of cir
cumstances which place him in aj
most unfavorable light for several
y< ars. The story includes shipwreck,
vliiany of several kinds, two boat
mads of castaways sailing in two dif
ferent directions. One containing the
hero and heroine lands on an unin
habited island where they have exp-riences somewhat similar to those
of Robinson C-tisoe. In the end they
are found, a myztery is solved, the
villain is unmasked, the hero vindlca'ed and the heroine marries the
right man, while several minor char
acters settle into their rightful places.
Published hy L. C. Page & Co.
• • • •
The Red Pirogue, by Capt. Theo
dore Goodridge Roberts, is a story of
life in the northern forests. A lost
man, a murdered one, a whole family
noted far and near for courage and
truth, a little girl who came to this
family floating down the river alone
In the Red Pirogue, a partially civil
ized and wholly good Indian, an ig
norant deputy sheriff and a spiteful
neighbor all figure largely in these
pages, to say nothing of the two Red
Dogs which displayed more sense*
and courage than did many of th*
human characters portrayed. No ele
ment of sex love enters the story, hut
the brotherhood of man. the loyalty
of friends, together with the vela
of mystery throughout the story holds
the reader's interest to the end. Pubs
lished hy L. C. Page & Co.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
TO

DAFFODILS

Fair daffodils, we weep to see
You haste away so soon;
As yet the early-rising suii
Has not attain’d his noon.
Stay, stay
Until the hasting day
Has run
But to the evensong;
And having pray’d together, wa
Will gki with you along.

you

Name ....................................................................................................

We hare short time to stay, as
We have as short a spring;

Address ......................................................-.......................................

As quick a growth to meet decay»
As you, or anything.

All of the Sporting News In
the Globe every day.
, Read the Boston Daily Globe.
Read the Boston Sunday
Globe.

We die
As your hours do, and dry

Away

Like the summer's rain:
Or as the pearls or mo;
Ne’er to be found again
—Robert Herrick j

VALUE OF PUBLIC LANDING

The Courier-Gazette

three times a week________

CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT .
Rockland, April 26. 1924.
V, r- i < ' appeared Frank 8. Lydille, who
■on i
that he Is pressman In the

|H,
t
■
.1
avi

16.401

Emphasized By John O. Stevens At a Lively Chamber of
Commerce Meeting Last Night.

Rockland Publishing Co., and

,.f

Issue of The Courier-Gazette of
.'I. P‘24, there was printed a total of

Rif':

me,

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, April 26, 1924

Eage Two

FRANK B. MILLER,

Notary Public.

. it t'AN’T BE DONE:—No man can
yhi ■.' two masters: for either he will
b e ii.e one, and love the other; or
el<,
will hold to the one, and de
spise tin ,ther. Ye cannot serve Qod
lilml inannnon.—Matthews 6:24,

“KEEP COOLIDGE”
T
preliminary meeting In the in7r <: , f a Community Chest saw fxlliil .t. l a degree of interest in the
hij' j ': that undoubtedly will be felt
I by the entire community as the benehits of tli movement are spread be
lli: the people. None of us seek to
(evade knowledge of the fact that here
Iin IP
: d art- a number of causes

i nu ,ge our support and which
purpose shall not suffer because
l,T we 1: ,wal of that support. How
lliest to meet this recognized,obliga
tion ,. ,1 at the same time reduce to
I,:,
")>ortions whatever in the
l.i
s n may Ire irksome, seems
l r, 1« provided by the Community
|ci.
w :use success has been most
| p.
in more than 300 cities of
(the ■
try where its machinery' has
iliei :i put in operation. Rockland will
IU.
lir.-t community in Maine to
[nil. : • progressive step in the reliluclton of many drives to a single
|ot.". The fact that our city has a
ll Ch mber of Commerce makes it
Ip, --ih’.e to carry out the Chest idea,
(fiir the Chamber acts as sponsor and
I :'n:-. at the outset the hacking
liZ th - live business Interests of the
IcTtv.
th ,

The open forum which followed
John O. Stevens’ excellent address
■before the Chamber of Commerce
meeting in Hotel Rockland last night,
was one of unusual zest.
Mr. Ste
vens had opened the eyes of many
in his audience to the possibilities
to he derived from maintaining a
suitable public landing, and with
something tangible before them to
discuss, the members were not loth
to go deeply in the subject.
The meeting was a goodly one as
to numbers, and the several tempt
ing courses provided by
Landlord
Wiggin left everybody in a com
fortable frame of mind.
‘The open forum never accom
plishes Its full object if everybody is
only a contented listener." said
President George B. Wood. “This is
an organization which gets nowhere
unless the members get on their heels
and talk shop."
The new constitution and bylaws
were adopted because the old ones
were not "big enough.” Among the
changes are the elimination of the
nominating committee—as not dem
ocratic; the conferring of directorate
powers upon the three vice presi
dents, the providing of a budget sys
tem; and the changing of the title
of the secretary to manager of office
and secretary to the board of direc
tors.
“The public Janding is a hobby of
mine,” said Mr. Stevens, preparatory
to the delivery of his address.
"I
come into contact with a great manysummer people who are interested in
yachts and boating.
The clerk of
this hotel told me tonight that 1500
persons came up from the public
landing last summer and registered
at this hotl$e.” Mr. Stevens then
read the following letter from Capt.
Alex M. Moffat, a yachting author
ity and magazine writer, who sum
mers at North Haven.

offers almost perfect protection—but
suppose you were out in our harbor
in a ship or a yacht and you wanted,
to get ashore to buy provisions or I
do any kind of shopping. Your first
thought would lie where you could
land in a comfortable manner. Until
a few of our citizens at the Southend of our city succeeded in having
the present landing built there was
bo place whatever from the extreme
northern to the southern limits of our
eitv where anybody could get into
Rockland, unless they climbed a slimy,
slippery, broken-down ladder onto a
dirty, old fish w harf, or worse.
“If you are to take into consider
ation the large boats uni small boats,
pleasure yachts, cargo heats and fish
ing craft, 25.000 people walk upon
our streets, brought to us from the
ocean. Would you dare estimate the
thousands of dollars our city gets in
trade from all these people?
"Now let us g, t down to the pub
lic landing. This city has a fine
piece of property at the foot of Pleas
ant street. From the water front It
has a very , isy approach and is in
Ihe enter of our business scotion.
This was first intended to be the city
dump. For years a ramshackle float,
attached to a ramshackle walk, led
every summer visitor from their
yacht right into the midst uf our city
dump, right into a stench that was
indescribable, where flies as large as
bees, bred by the millions, and rats
as large as cats, could lie counted by
the dozens.
"Here we received all of our sum
mer trade by the .sea. All of the
summer residents from Dark Harbor.
North Haven ami Castine, who came
to Rockland In their beautiful yachts
were obliged to land and clamber
over our city dump or they could not
land In Rojkland at all. That was
the rendition up to last spring. Then
an effort was made to make some
improvement in this deplorable con
dition.
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St. John Smack Make# a
Quick Getaway and Leaves
a Sailor Stranded.

nerve
tonic!

• >

Capt.

The funeral services of the late
Lucius H. Duncan were held Thurs
day afternoon from the residence at
20 Camden street, where he had made
his home the past 21 years. Rev.
Walter S. Rounds of the Congrega
tional church officiated and the
■bearers
were William Freeman.
Hsnry Duncan. Sanford K. Hatch
and Fred J. Hull. Born': to Achorn
cemetery with the remains were
quantities of beautiful floral offerings
with which relatives and friends had
expre>»sed the sorrow they could not

genial presence—.the first being the
session of 1885. when he was sent
by the classed towns to wihlch
Northport belonged; and the sessions
of 1909 and 1911, when he represented
this city. Among the important com
mittees on which he served was sea
and shore fisheries. His public serv
ice also included one term in the
Common Council and two terms in
the Board of Aldermen. He was es
sentially
a • Democrat,
strongly
grounded in his adherence to the
party's policies on important queftlons. and a devoted admirer of tho
late Woodrow Wilson.
But he lost
sight of i artisanship when serving
his constituents and had no better
friends in legislature or City Gov
ernment than the Republicans.
Mr. Duncan’s only child, Mrs. C. B.
Jones, died 21 years ago, hut It was
a fatherly love with which he re
garded ills grandchildren—Lucius
E. Jones and Mrs. Sumner C. Perry,
who hael lived with their grandpar
ents
since
childhood.
Charles
Coombs of Portland, who lived with
the Duncans from the time he was
7 years of age untii he was married,
received the car:- and affection due
a son. The deceased also found gregt
comfort
in hia» declining
years
through the presence qf two grand
children. Ruth D. Perry and Edwin
K. Jones.

Smack Bopeep, hailing from St.
John, N. B., sailed into Jiockland har
bor yesterday afternoon, and then
sailed right out again.
IT
IS
Thereby hangs a tale.
Step back a moment to the New
SMART IN STYLE
Brunswick metropolis and toy turning
time buck a few days you would have
found Frank Gooden listed in a gov voice.
Smart in color and pattern
ernment employment agency as a
Mr. Duncan's last illness covered a
but the price will not make
cock, and looking for work. He final period of three months. A strong
ly entered the employment of one constitution had succumbed to old
your pocket smart.
I Capt. \V. C. Deane, presumably to age, but had not served to lessen Mr.
become cook in a boarding house. Duncan’s interest in those things
Only $39.50
Accompanying his employer to the which had meant ro much to him
waterfront he found that his boarding during the long journey of life. Phy
house was a smack and he also found sical weakening only strengthened
A fine blue serge.
before he had t»een long to sea that the ties which bound him to the
A lively, snappy grey, or a
tile smack was apparently engaged in loved ones who were ministering so
rum running. He had previously pro falt'hfully to him in his last days.
very distinctive mixture.
tested against going to siea, on the
Mr. Duncan was horn in Lincoln
ground that he had three small chil ville Dec. 12, 1838, son of Kingsbury
Hats, cravats, gloves to tog
dren in a convent in St. John, and ami Nancy t(Miller) Dunean, and
that he desired to he near them as was married March 20, 1860. to Sybil
you right.
often as possible. Capt. Deane had Sherman, whose death two years ago
issured him that he would be home sevtred a happy union of, 62 years.
once a week. He yielded because he
As a boss ship carpenter Mr. Dun
needed the work. From the time the can worked many years in Belfast.
vessel left St. John until it put into Camden. Rockland. Thomaston and
The Elks have an important meet
this port for repairs was a period of Bath shipyards. For 42 summers he
ing Monday night, preceded by sup
three weeks, punctuated by frequent fished a salmon privilege near Northper at 6.30. The matter of a change
stops along the coast for the purpose port, and his annual arrival with the
in .the Lodge by-laws is one of the
of discharging portions of its alleged firs: of the speckled beauties—Pe
matters to he discussed, so it is ex
416-418 Main Street
contraband cargo.
nobscot river salmon— was always a pected that about <very member will
When the Bopeep reached this port nwtter of interest.
he there.
Gooden demanded his wages, amount
puring his long residence in Northing to 875, and was refused. He was, port he had an important share in
'Those who were to have taken
however, given permission to come pnblic affairs, serving seven terms as
part in the program' at Pleasant
NEW
CEMENT PLANT
ashore and telegraph to his children, first sehetmon. and a number of
A'alley Grange last Tuesday evening,
and while ashore he put the authori years as tax collector and member
are asked to he prepared with the
ties wise to the real character of the pf the school board.
part assigned them at the next regAlfred S. Black and Associates Take Steps Toward Putting Bopeep. The vessel had left port, Three Legislatures had known his j u'.ar meeting.
however, before an investigation
could he made.
Their Properties Into Early Action.
Goiden finding himself stranded,
without funds, appealed to the Rock
One of the largest real estate tran YorkkTrUFt Co. of New York City is land Chamber of Commerce, and Sec
retary MacDonald devoted some hours
sactions ever recorded in Knox trustee, it is the plans of those in
terested to make the company one yesterday to straightening out his
County was registered yesterday,
of New England's largest industries. difficulties.
The British consul in Portland de
when all of the properties belonging The first unit will be the construc
to the New England Portland Ce tion of u modern lime plant of ap clined to offer any assistance, on the
ment Co., the Traction Securities proximately 500,000 barrels annual ground that Gooden had been serving
Co. and their subsidiary corporations capacity, to be followed shortly there on a rum-runner, and the British
GUARANTEED
were purchased by the New England after by the construction of a cement admiralty was doing its best to co
operate
with
Uncle
Sam
in
breaking
Portland Cement & Lime Co., a mil- plant of 2000 barrels a day. or 600.000
Saxon Six Touring..................................... $175.00
ion dollar corporation recently or barrels annually, so constructed that up this traffic. Secretary MacDonald
ganized. Attorneys from New York, Its capacity can be easily increased next applied to Mayor Snow and a
Reo Touring................................................... 200.00
Boston and Portland were here in from time to time. The construction sufficient sum was advanced to get
G:od ccndition; reven Faseenfler
the
stranded
New
Brunswick
sailor
mnection with closing the deal.
of the lime unit will start as soon as
Hudson
Touring
............ ............................... 550.00
hack
home.
The corporations formerly owning the engineers have completed de
Gocd condition; good tires
it was learned that he served
these large properties, containing ex tailed drawings and is expected to he
tensive limestone and clay deposits in operation by early fall. These engi Overseas with the Canadian Army.
Hudson Speedster......................................... 685.00
and Rockland 'shore property and neers. of national reputatioh, have
Fine condition all around
A special meeting of the Woman’s
dwellings, were controlled largely by been working on the properties the Auxiliary to AA’inslow-Holhrook Post
Packard
Touring
............................................ 850.00
Eugene Meyer. Jr., (now chairman of past several weeks, but with all pub
was held Monday evening to discuss
New tires all around; good condition
the War Finance Board.) the late licity withheld," added Mr. Black. plans for the sale of poppies before
Studebaker Special Six Sedan.................... 950.00
John A. Black of New York and Ai "The board of directors and personnel Memorial Day.
Miss Pearl E. Borof its officers will be announced prob gerson, chairman, Mrs. Herbert
red S. Black of this city.
Perfect ccndition throughout
It is understood that Alfred S. ably next week, when the company 1‘hilhrook and Mrs. Basil Stinson
Marmon
4-Passenger
..................................... 1050.00
Black has a large financial interest Will move into offices in the new will have charge of the sale.
As
Five
new
tires;
wire wheels perfect
with the new owners, who have or Beacon Trust Co. building at 31 Milk provided for in the resolution adopted
ganized the New England Portland street, Boston.
hv the two conventions all popples
•'This r.ew industry,” said Mr. sold must hear the official sticker
Cement & Lime Co. Seen by a re
porter of The Courier-Gazette, Mr. Black, ‘which was held up and de and copyrighted emblem of the
layed by the outbreak of the late war, American l.eglon as a guarantee to
Black said:
"This company has already suc now seems destined for early realiza the public that the funds derived
ceeded in having underwritten and tion and should prove to be a great from the sale will ibe used for wel
(^^j|
665 MAIN ST.
sold ?400.000 of bonds.
The New benefit to the whole community."
fare work.
The resolution also pro
vided
that
all
funds
realized
from
—-----------ROCKLAND
the peppy sale will be devoted one
MOTOR
to name one of the three prin hundred percent to service and wel
THE POLITICAL WORD fl&hde
cipal contenders. McAdoo, Smith and fare work' and can not he used for
Underwood, and equally earnest ef the payment of hills or erection of
Democrats Much Adrift on forts will be made to compromise on homes.
Senator Glass, John AV. Davis and
Presidential
Nominee — some others."

J. F. GREGORY
SONS CO.

LIME AND

CARS

Somerville, Mass., April 23. , "With the encouragement of Mayor
John O. Stevens:—As ai Brown a young man from the south
yachtsman who has done more than ern end Of our city undertook the task
the usual amount of coastwise cruis of interesting our people in the
ing. from the Gulf of Mexico to East- project of a suitable public landing.
port. I am particularly interested in The City Government provided the
the waterside facilities which cities funds to build a grant:: wall and by
and towns have to offer to the yachts- i pUj,i4e subscripts n sufficient money
man, and heartily in accord with the was raised to build a good walk, re
suggestion that Rockland be made pair the old wharf and to put the
second to none in the respects which float and run-way in fair condition.
appeal to visitors by boat. People The Telephone Company put a public
who cruise year after year in the telephone booth on the pier, the Cen
same waters always return to the tral Maine Power Company placed a
places where they can make a land string of lights from the street to the
ing most comfortably near the stores end of the pier, th Rockland &
and where they can get with the Rockport Lime Corporation gave us
least difficulty fresh water, ice and 20 cars of crushed rock for the drive
provisions.
At the present time way. in fact, t'hos who understood
i of the surrounding public Eoothhay Harbor is getting all the what was trying to l>e accomplished
I and private buildings, mark it out cruising business which Rockland were very generous and interested.
ought to have. I have been told there
“The next problem was how to preit's a piece of property that should by merchants that the purchases of ,yent
(he slench frpm lhf> dump dr,v_
not be suffered to go unregarded cruisers stopping over night in the in„ away aU ,hat we wefe lrylng tQ
By tht. co.op;ratxn of
I The Courier-Gazette wonders if it harbor represented a substantial part :iCC,)mp!lsh
ey ma »
man wy,0 waa jn charge of our
veuld be possible for the various wo- of their summer business.
the mistake, however, of charging dpmp on,y c](?an ma,eria, Was allow.
jft’en's clubs of the city—musical, edu- two prices, and the cruising trade is , on {he sidp pf thp p,.„ptrty npar
Ftn: n;fTiterary, etc.—to acquire the beginning to <et a bit sore about it. thp landln< and
mh,.r matt;r wgs
I i$“»perty and adapt it to their uses Rockland, with adequate facilities carefully limed. While this did not
I .ts a club house. We can imagine ought to he able to take away much f e the air entirely. It at least made
of the business. What are adequate
I spin thing of real value being brought facilities? From my own experience it useable.
“Mayor Snow is greatly interested
th pass in the connection if the I should list them as follows:
in the project of a fine public landing.
« • ••
1. A spot indicated as a yacht an
Other Matters.
cs« retie and progressive women of
He realizes from his knowledge as a
Political Briefs
chorage
and
marked
(as
at
Marble

I tlTe city should find the enterprise
naval ollie r the tremendous advan
head) with white anchorage spars, lo tages that can be received from the
Accordin; to Mr-k Sullftan it. tiie
Oklahoma—The Repuhiiran con
Ipr.
If and worthy of their supcated as close as depth of water per sea. This year we can put in good con New York Tribune, the chances of vention endorsed the nomination of
I
mits to a large float where tenders dition what was done last, but it is
President Coolidge arid Instructed
Senat. i Ralston of Inditna being the
can land or tie up w ithout chafing.
the 25 delegates to the national con
a question of dollars and cents to
mince of tie New York convtnA telephone and directory sign ev ry merchant in Rockland to have
vention to suppert him.
We wish the Camden Herald hap
t on fi r Un dent wlitn the time arboard on the pier. (Rockland is al
* • • •
I pin- s and continued prosperity in ready being talked about favorably a good, clean, attractive public land :ves for c mpromise, are nit as
Bradford
C.
Reilonnet of AA’isias
ing
and
to
make
an
effort
that
will
sood
as
t?
y
werF.
I the new offices in which it is now in for this facility, which unfortunately- ;no. (
our city every ship and
Wh^n it was found that Mr. Mc set filed a petition for a place on the
Istiilled. It is no small piece of busi does not get the full credit it deserves' J. '"''
steamer and yacht that we possibly Adoo had ir en mixeu up in thc oil Democratic ballot at the June pri
lias . this removal of a printing es- because of the public dump and shoal. can.
bpsiness, the general opinion i.'.u maries as a candidate for Clerk of
water at the landing).
Courts.
The present clerk, C. A.
II iblisament, as we know from a re
3. A shelter on the pier for people 1 “Now, gentlemen, com s the ques that the Californian’s supporters Richards of Damaris otta will hive
| cent exi»erience. Since the Herald waiting for their tenders, and a place! tion of what improvement shall we would turn to the Indiana senator
make this year. I suggest that the principally on account of the fact opposition in the primaries in the
| earn under 'the new ownership of Col for stores delivered to yachts to be citizens, with the Chamber of Com that lie comes from a big pivotal person of Harry G. Marr of Aina.
Robbins it has recorded many notes left, out of the weather, until called ing rce as our leader, make a deter state.
But it is now turning out Harvey R. Pease, who seeks the Re
for.
mined effort to—
that the Indianan is not second publican nomination for the rei>of progress and we look to see it fully
4. Facilities for taking on fresh
“First—Build a shelter on the end hoice < f the McAdoo contingent, resentatlve has Air'd his primary pa
measure up to the requirements of water from a hose. If hot possible at
Wiscasset not having had a
of
the pier.
tome of the strongest of them fa- pers.
lone
f the finest communities in any tide, at least at high water with
representative for twelve years Mr.
vi
r
Carter
Glass
of
Virginia
and
an

1 Maine.
eight feet draft.
“Second—Arrange for a water pipe other large numlber have John AV. Pease yielded to the demand that he
5. Facilities for taking on fuel.
Davis as their second choice.
A he a candidate and simply states as
This Rockland has at McLoon's and. to be carried down on to the float so
that boats can get a supply of fresh canvass of the McAdoo support his platform "A free bridge at Bath."
Kansas City is another of the com- other places.
.6. Opportunity to buy miscellane- I water. (This would be the greatest according to Mr. Sullivan, shows
Imunities grown restive under Demo
possibly do to that as a whole it is decidedly op
Traffic rules were bustpd at the
ous
supplies and stores at fair prices! feature that we could
....
I < ratio machine rule, so the other day
posed to turning to the Indiana sena rate of 10 a second by City Marshal
and have them delivered promptly to bring yac.r to this landin )
tin voters turned to and elected a Re the
tor.
ything possi
*uiVaio
I'ccnoonri
Tnircl
that ovcrvth
Davis and Fred Linekin yesterday.
float. In this respect
Rockland I
Another thing that has made it Their motor car was taking up about
publican. Albert I. Beach, for mayor has no competition. It seems too bad ble is dene to eliminate the stench.
look good for Senator Ralston is the all of the street and some cf the
with a 5000 majority. There seems that the merchants of Rockland do (The man in charge cf the dump
should 1 e commanded to handk. belief that Thomas Taggart's asso sidewalk.
Their reckless methods
to l,e a good manj’ Republicans even not realize that the enviable reputa refuse mater in a way that eliminates ciations with the Old Guard in New
were explained when it was found
tion which they have acquired in
thus early in the presidential year.
York would enable him to win over that Fred was demonstrating a catshore dealing c&n be used to augment the odor.)
“This is not asking much for 1924 the delegates of that State when it equipped with balloon tires.
their business afloat by the same
methods of meeting the customer half
ft ls •'* steP in t,ie Hght d.rection was apparent that Gov. Smith could
But the Wash
way. An attractive landing near the 1could be accomplished without not be nominated.
ington writer finds that this argu
In view of the fact that day
business section of the city means much outlay of money or time.”
Mr. Si Yens stated that 3900 boats ment does not hold good. The Tam
light saving time Is generally
just as much to the individual mer
adopted in Knox County, and
chant as his attractive store front in docked at the public landing last many bosses and Taggart have act
that all business is conducted
getting new business. The expense. summer, and estimated that the re ed separately as often as they have
on that time, the Register of
shared among many, would be small ceipts from t-:;s source amount to together and when the time comes
for a break he thinks that they will
Deeds. Clerk of Courts and
for each merchant relative to the po- ! $200,000 a y
tential business in developing a ma-} Suggestions weradvanced bj bo found going to Senator Under
Register of
Probate
feel
Mr.
rine business.
.
numerous members—merit of them wit il as their second choice.
that to suit the convenience
In my opinion Rockland, compared with a. v.ew to having the public Sullivan concludes:
of the attorneys and
the
"Before Ralston cuts any impor
with other coastwise towns and cities! landing kept in tin- best possib.e con
public the hours of these ofof less importance geographically, has di-tion, and somebody constantly oi tant figure in the convention, pro
Iflees should he changed to con
form to daylight saving time,
not scratched the surface of their pos- hand to furnish inf rmation, sell longed and determined efforts will he
so they propose that beginning
sible market from the thousands of water, etc.
people who pass eastward and west- J The mention of water led Orel E.
IMinday, April 28. the above
PL.
ward cruising in the course cf the j Davies to remind the gathering that
offices will 'be opened at 8
summer. Rockland ought to he theithere’s none purer anywhere. “Not
o'clock a. m. and closed at 3 p.
center of their cruises in thc matter' bellyache in a barrelful,” he declared,
m. Standard time, with the
of supplies and repair facilities: Can | Ex-Mayor Brown concurred in Mr.
usual time out for lunch.
If
most certainly be if thc excellent Stevens’ ideas, and upon his motion
this plan causes any inconven
start which has been made is car-,the several suggestions were referred
ience to the attorneys or the
Will include time and labor on the folloAving
ried to its logical conclusion at a i to the Chamber of Commerce camgeneral public the officials will
more attractive part of the city.
jmittee for action..
gladly change this arrange
items:
I shall he delighted to hear that
ment.
•
the Chamber of Commerce, before
Test for Specific Gravity.
The C. A.
smoker at the Arcade
whom you are to speak, have taken next Wednesday night will be the
High Discharge Test.
the action which the project of a good old-fashioned
kind—corncob
It cannot pipe and to’bacco free to all patrons,
Cleaning Top of Battery.
IT’S ALL ARRANGED FOR, JOHN municipal pier deserves.
fail to be a profitable undertaking and lots of good bouts.
Dusty Du
Cleaning,
Greasing and Tightening
for every merchant in Rockland, and mont of Biddeford, who meets Oliver
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
a source of pride and satisfaction to Hamlin in a “twin-six” won the
Battery
Terminals
and Hold-downs
From what I see in the papers, your
the cijy.
Alex. AV. Moffat.
newspaper
d*
cision
over
Arthur
Kid
new quarters must be fine for your
AND THE COST FOR THIS
Sullivan in Portland this week. Albusiness, but if you have not ar
“The question of a public landing! though 4»ut 20 years of age he has
WORK WILL BE............... .. ..
ranged a place for Frank AA inslow for Rockland is strictly a matter of i fought 50 ring battles.
“1 am going
t,.v to
anfj get him early.”
and Bill Sfillivan and "The Gang" business,” says Mr. Stevens. “It is |
On and After May 1st, 1*924
to hear the returns of election and: of equal importance with good roads says Hamlin.
The Belfast boys in
other Important things which we were and is the direct means of bringing this show are straining the leasbf
■ill privileged to join in on for many I to our city a large volume of transient Manager S iville says.
Year* tli© place will never be the | trade. If my few remarks this eventine to us. Hope you have provided tng bring to your attention the ItockFEATHER MATTRESSES
iiie place where we can gather, land public landing, if your attention
Have your Feather Beds made in
While I didn't always agree with you is directed to a civic improvement
up-to-date feather folding mat
ii P ilitics I ulwavs found you all a that last year was the reason f r over
tress. cne side summer, other side
crowd' of men and wish you lots 5000 (ample coming to our city. >ou
i i Success Will he home soon and will understand better tho benefits we winter. Also renovate all kinds of
fanscy pillows. If interested, tele
; ci-.fl to see you all.
I should receive.
phone 25-5.
43-52
50-52
John L. Donohue. ' "We certainly have a wonderful
A. F. IRELAND, Thomaston
Man from Maine, harbor. The water is deep, it is free
JrJfJf-J [--IfJfJfJplfJ
-f i r-i i -l r^P
pN p N r^i i
azraaizrgf
sadena-on-the-Gulf, Fla.. Apl. 22.
obstruction and the Breakwater
citizens whose business takes
|:hi
i the vicinity of the Public
II: rary and the Knox Hospital find
Irtivir eyes greeted by a melancholy
lyj <
- in the deserted mansion
I fronting White street. Any house
l.a •
■ 1 in comes a lonesome thing
lio look upon. The more accentuated
|.i.s it . ,-;ng marks of disintegration
'aVe registered during the passing
|y«.cs. The architectural excellence
this house that General Berry
llmil:. with the attractive grounds
(tint at: ch to it and the desirableT'

LUCIUS H. DUNCAN

EXIT THE BOPEEP

u

For
Radio
Read
Boston

SERVICING BATTERIES

25c

House-Sherman, Inc.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Exide
E. 0. Philbrick & Son.. .. .. .. .. .. .. Willard
F. W. Farrel Company .... Philadelphia
Flye’s Garage.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. U. S. L.

SNOW-HUDSON CO.
i^ssp

ROLLIN
A HIGHLY DEVELOPED AUTOMOBILE THAT

IS YEARS IN ADVANCE OF CURRENT DESIGN
SPECIFICATIONS
MOTOR—Four-cylinder, 3'4 In. bore, 4',4 in. stroke,
bloc cast.
Horse power: 16.9 S. A. E.
Dynamometer: 45 h. p. at 2700 r. p. in.
Detachable L head. Cylinder walls reamed and
honed by our special process, Insuring mirror sur
faces and maximum accuracy.
Four-bearing crankshaft, statically and dyna
mically balanced, of special design. Incorporating
counterbalance without the necessity of mounting
detachable lugs. Heavy cross section and un
usually sturdy. Bearing dlitneterfl: front, 1% in;
No. 2, 1 13-16 in.; No. 3, 2 io.; No. 4, 2 3-16 in.
Bearings are bronze backed, babbitt-lined.
Connecting rods are cf special aluminum alloy,
drop forged, cf unusual strength and toughness
and so light In weight, in conjunction with the
aluminum alloy (out-rtng pistons, that the absence
of vibration (due in large part to this feature,
and the balancing of ehafts) is at once remarkable.
Lubrication of motor is jir. White’s improved
system of force feed—positive and efficient under
all varying conditions cf nthtor speed.
Force feed lubrication through drilled crank
shaft to all main and connecting rod bearings.

The four camshaft bearings are also force feed
lubricated. This is quite an Interesting engineer
ing departure . Results amply justify this big im
provement. as is also true of the force lubrication
to the clutch shaft bearing, and front gears.
COOLING—Thermo-siphon.

CLUTCH—Borg and Beck 9 m, heavy duty.
TItANSMISSION—Liberally oVeblze. Ground gears.
Sturdy. Simple in design. Quiet. Three forward
speeds and one reverse.
CHASSIS LUBRICATION—Shackle bearings, steer

ing and brake connections pressure lubricated liy
the Zerk system—fastest operating and most effi
cient method yet developed.
BRAKES—'Four-wheel. Internal expanding.
Emphasis should be placed upon the fact that
there are two distinct types Of four-wheel brake#

—the external contracting and the internal ex
panding.
The advantages of the lntehnal expanding type,
as contrasted with the external contracting, arc
outstanding.
Four-wheel brakes of the internal expanding
type are found In successful use on the StraightEight Packard, Marmon, Cadillac, Duesenherg
and Rlckentoaclter. Others of the better quality
American cars will announce their adoption in
due course.

The internal expanding system is dominant
in Europe—the cradle of the idea—where it has
been in successful use for several years, but, of
course, only ns applied to the finer and more
expensive cars.
In adopting the improved type of internal ex
panding four-wheel brakes Mr. AA'hite has merely
carried to a logical conclusion his policy of giving
to ROLLIN’ owners the best of engineering and
the finest obtainable in construction.
WHEELS—Tuarc Disc.
TIRES—Firestone-balloon, 5.23 In. Diameter over
all, 32.25 in.
ELECTRICAL SYSTEM—Owen-Dyneto starting and
lighting. Ignition: Owen-Conn.’ Battery: 6-volt,
105 amperes.
DRIVE—Torque tube of liberal proportions. Radius
rods diverging from torque tube to rear axle
insure a security in handling and an ease of road
control that particularly appeals to the experi
enced motorist.
SPARK CONTROL—Semi-Automatic.
SPRINGS—Front: seml-elllptic, length 34 in.; width
l-% in.—7 leaves. Rear: overhanging transverse,
length 46^ in.? width 2*4 in.—8 leaves.
Our special rear spring suspension has been
carefully developed by Mr. White, the laboratory
and road work covering a period of several years.
U assures road results, us regards non-swaying
and easy riding, which give the effect of an ordi
nary 'car with wheel base well in excess of 120
inches.
STEERING GEAR—Worm and wheel type.
WHEEL BASE—112 inchek for all models.
TURNING CIRCLE—33 feet.
BODY TYPES—
Five-Passenger Touring De Luxe.
Three-Passenger Coupe Roadster. I
Five-Passenger Four Doos<sSedan.
Genuine leather and quality fabrics used for
upholstery and trim.
Designers have combined artistry and prac
ticability to such degrep that the ROLLIN bodies
especially appeul to those whp appreciate the
(pier qualities in design, materials, construction,
finish and utility.
FENDERS—Double crown, deep skirted, strong, and
exceedingly good looking.
PRICES—
Five-Passenger Touring De Luxe. $375.
Thrce-I’assenger Coupe Roadster. $1175.
Five-Passenger Four Door Sedan. $1275.
All prices f. o. b. Cleveland.

E. A. FELLY, Dealer
,
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The James, i'. Soars. J-Lose Utk-hvliloits annual levee and ball ip Kimbalt
hall May 22.
Marston’s orchestra
April 28- Liiuerock Valley Pomona Grange will furnish music.

TALK OF THE TOWN

meets with Meguntlrook Grange, Camden.
April 27—Daylight Sating begins
in
'Set your watches and clocks ahead
Rockland
April 20—Battery G’s Benefit Smoker in one hour when you retire tonight and
the Arcade. •
April 20--Thomaston—Annual dance re you will then be ready for daylight
cital of pupils of Jennie Harvey Percival In saving which begins tomorrow.
Watts Hall
May 2— (7.15) Annual meeting of Woman's
John Conary is again his genial
Educational Club, Methodist vestry.

self at Stud’ey’s after a motor
Ira W. Feeney returned from Bos trip to Boston made with the as
sistance of a ]>air of horses and three
ton this morning.
•
____
mechanics.
It's a sad story.
Knox Lodge, I. O. O. F. will confer
All members of Miriam Itebeftah
the first degree, Monday night.
Lodge are requested to meet at Odd
Kenneth Blaekington brought home Fellows Hall Sunday at 6.30 p. m.
three nice salmon front Alford’s Lake daylight to attend the Baptist
church with members of Odd Fellow
Thursday.
fraternities.
The schools of Rockland and Rock
John A. Karl & Co.'s painting
port will go on daylight time Mon
crews have taken advantage of the
thly.
fine weather to doll up the Colonial
Rockland High vs Wiscasset Acad Chambers, the Britt Maternity Home
emy on the Broadway Athletic Field and J. M. Richardson’s now home on
at 2.30 this afternoon.
Give those Granite street.
new season tickets a try-out.
Miss Margaret Nutt gave a lun
Gregory's show windows are at cheon and utility shower Thursday
tracting much attention today.
The evening in honor of the approaching
handsome panels are units in a ser marriage of Miss Bernice Richard
son.
The guests were the mem
vice and are changed frequently.
bers of the Elite Club.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Copeland and
Manager Dondis of Strand Thea
son Wendell motored here from Bris
tol. Conn., to be with Mrs. Copeland’s tre has booked two pictures of ex
sister, Mrs. Carrie I). Sherer, who is cellent merit—“The Marriage Circle,”
with Florence Vidor. Marie Provost
critically ill.
and other stars; and "The Unknown
Building Inspector L. D. Jones has Purple,” featuring Henry Walthall.
notified Miss Lucy Farnsworth that
tOdd Fellows. Rebekahs and affil
the building occupied by the Chinese
laundry has Ibeen condemned as a iated bodies will meet at, Odd Fel
lows hall tomorrow night at 6730
fire menace.
and march to the First Baptist
Members of the Eastern Star are church where they will listen to a
requested to meet at the Temple special sermon by Rev. B 1’. Browne.
Sunday evening at 7.30 o'clock for
People attracted by the many
the purpose of attending services at
lighted windows and strains of music
the Methodst church.
from the top floor of Kimball hall
The royal arch degree Was the Saturday nights find a Greeley dance
The place looks many
medicine
which
King
Solomon in progress.
Temple Chapter administered to times its real size when lighted at
.
Harrv 11. Maxey udn Earl J. Alden. night.
Light refrehmenfs wire served.
The omission of a whole line of
type served also to omit the .names
of Mr. anil Mrs. Albert R. Marsh, as
parents of Lucy Gooding Marsh, who
had sixth rank in the Senior class of
Rockland High School,
R. U. Collins reports the sale of the
Gertrude Daggett farm in East L’nion
to John W. Kearley, the produce mall,
also the sale of Nelson Sprague's
house on Linden street to Copt. Pearl
Billings and the sale of a lot of land
on Fulton street to Mrs. Clara Pettee.

Greetings come to The CourierGazette bom M. H. Sullivan o' Lam
bert, Montana, who has been away
from the home town for a long while,
but who never forgets it.
Haw the
Sporting Editor would like to see
him hack on first base, making those
marvelous stops for which "Mik'!'
was famous in the good old days.
Members of Knox Lodge,'I. O. O.
F. and the various branches of the
order are requested to meet at the
lodge room Sunday at 6.30 p. m.. for
the purjiose of attending in a body
the 105th anniversary service of Odd
Fellowship which will he held at the
First Baptist church at 7.30, with
sermon by the pastor, Rev. B. P.
Browne.

•
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GOOD NEWS TO MANY

*

'Commencing May 1st, the •
arrangements for the Rock- *
land R. F. D. route No. 1 will *
be so changed that mail will *
leave the Rockland office at *
12.30 p. m. instead of 8 a. m. *
As the result of this arrange- *
ment the patrons will receive *
their Courier-Gazette and the *
[Boston newspapers on the *
same day they are issued, and *
the same of course applies to •
mail arriving here on the fore- ♦
noon train.
*
«

Wednesday evening auction parties
at the B. and P. Women's Club con
tinue to gain in popularity.
The
sixth of the series is to be held Tiext
Wednesday, April 30.

Tuesday evening
Mrs.
Edith
Pitcher, dramatic reader is to give
a group of readings before the mem
bers of the B. and P. Women’s Club
and tirtir guestis. Mi’s. Pitcher will
be assisted in Ijer program by MJ.sk
Gladys Jones, contralto.
The club
extends a cordial invitation to the
public to attend this entertainment,
a small fee being charged for nonmembers.

Enroute from Revere, Mass., with
a truck load of household goods, B.
A public supper, with baked beans,
W. Farnham, a former Rockland boy,
lost a suitcase containing personal cold meats and salads will be served
property woth about $100.
Mr. Saturday from 5 to 7.30 at Knights
Farnham has asked Marshal Davis of Columbus hall. Tiektts 35 cents.
50-51
to help locate the suitcase, and be
lieves it was lost between Bath and
« Edgecomb.
Mr. Farnham's address
Greeley's Jazz Band gives a dance in
is Box, 63, Route 2, Belfast.
Kimball hall, Rockland, tonight.—ad.
At the Methodist Church Sunday
evening the cantata, 'The Resurrec
tion,” which was presented with so
much success on Easter Sunday will
be repeated by special request.
The
soloists are Carlton Porter, whose
wide range of voice permits him to
sing both tenor and baritone: Mrs.
Avaughn Ames, and Miss Bertha Mc
Intosh sopranos: and Miss Myra
Linekin and Mrs. V. F. Atwood. con
traltos.
The choir is directed by
Mrs. Philip Howard, who has seen
the cho-ir glow from 11 to 26 mem
bers, ar.d who declares that she
never saw such a splendid spirit of
co-operation in any musical organi
zation before.
Loyalty to a capable
director is probably another angle
from which the situation should be
viewed.
The cantata will begin at
7.30.

Aurora Lodge. F. & A. M , will have
its 6th annual past masters’ night
nexF^Vednesday evening, when (he
chairs will be occupied by the fol
lowing brethren: Wor. James ARiehan, W. M.; Wor. Edward U.
Payson. S. W.: Wor. Edwin H.
Maxey, J. W.; Wor William D. Tal
bot, Treas.; Rt. Wor. Albert H.
Newbert, See.: WVir. Asa I’. St. Clair,
Chap.: Rt. Wor. Frank A. Peterson,
Mar.; Wor. Benjamin J. Phllbrook,
B. D.: Wor. Robert V. Stevenson, J.
D.; Wor. Judson I- Crouse, S. S.;
Wor. Benjamin S. Whitehouse. J. S.;
Wor. Alfred L. Carlton, Tyler; Wor.
George T. Stewart. Wor. Dana D.
Wright, Wor. Freeman A. Stanley,
Wor. Rodney 1. Thompson, Wor.
Frank C. Flint. Wor. Edward K.
Gould and Wor. Edwin R. Keene,
specials. There will be work on the
Master Mason's degree, the candi
dates being E. W. MacDonald, Carl
Young. Fred A. Snow, Jr., Oliver W.
Holmes and Reginald II. Withington.
Golden Rod Chapter will serve a
banquet at 6.30.

BALL

Grange Hall, Glencove

Wednesday,
April 30
r
Marston’s Orchestra
Gentlemen 35c; Ladies 25c
Refreshments at Intermission
CARS AFTER THE DANCE

51-52

Chapin Class Event Makes Great Hit In the Arcade
Net Proceeds Over $300.
The Animated
Advertising As
sembly went over big at the Arcade
Iasi night, as all Chapin class-pro
jects have a way of doing.
The
floor and balcony were well filled
with spectators when William 1).
Talbot, official announcer, issued the
stentorian
information that the
first representation would be that
of Willis I. Ayer, clothier.
From
behind the screen at the western end
of the hail issued fft-e diminutive but
exceedingly wild and vociferous In
dians with tomahawks awave.
In
civilized life they were known as Law
rence Pike, George
Cuthbertson,
Walter Willie, Frederick Palmer and
John Smith.
Mary Sylvester, Mary Bird and Mary
Johnson marlly sang a song of Yan
kee Doodie’s arrival in Rockland and
of the sausage and other good things
which could be obtained at Cobb's.
Ine. Lucy French gained a salvo of
applause as she made her white clad
way across the big open space
bearing the banner if R. U. Collins,
real estate.
Gladys Alley wearing
Hag and bright bands represented
The Knox Messenger.
Two very bashful maidens Carolyn
D. l’erry and Agnes S. Flanagan did
a smiling duet followed by a song ex
tolling the virtues of the groceries to
be obtained at the Northend store
of Larrabee & Dodge.
The ukaiale accompaniment was especially
rich.
They received a great hand.
Rockland Garage was represented
by tde original young mechanic in
the person of Henry Marsh.
Miss Jeanette Smith clad in rich
dark red anil bearing in her arms a
huge red ribboned candy box from
Mitchell & Ranlett's looked exactly
like a magazine cover gill as she
crossed the show space and was giv
en noisy appreciation.
The F. J. Simonton Co. animated ail
was properly named. A dozen boys
and girls of the1 smallest variety ob
tainable at Purchase Street School
faced the big crowd and sang a song
about Jack Horner and his thumb il
lustrating each verse, that made a
great bit.
Then Ihey indulged in
pantomine. “three lie cat” under the
direction of their teacher, Miss Low
ell, until a bail error by the third
baseman broke up the game.
Lucille Hodgkins and .her sister
Alice, presented a pretty picture as
thi two J. A. Jameson Co. maids
anil Helen Feeney "Whizzed" across,
symbolic of the Hew tt Bottling Co.
product. Rockland Wholesale Groc

ery had a very attractive ad in. the
persons of Misses Nathalie Rdbbins
and Mary Pratt, Peerless flour girls,
and
Thrlma
Blaekington whose
Scottish dance made a tremendous
hit. In connection with this number
it should be mentioned that the
fiance was prepared for Mrs. Jennie
Harvey Percival’s exhibition anil its
presentation at the assembly was a
matter of happy courtesy.
‘Frederick Hall in overalls bore the
familiar Chevrolet sign of the Seaview Garage while Dorothy Feeney
in farmerette costume extolled the
seeds sold by the Payson Co.
F. O.
Haskell's groceries were speedily deliverid by Harriman Merrick anil a
small sattelite.
Fuller-Cobb-Da vis
•had a charming representative in the
person of Miss Frances Flanugan.
clad in a beautiful gown of bridal
suggestion,
while
Miss Dorothy
Bhthen was charming in a Batchelder
designed costume of olden days for
the Cobh-Davis Antlquj fe'hop.
Foley’s Pharmacy was forjunate in
chosing Mary Thomas to represent
it. One of the big hits of the evening
was made by the Colorite group, in
cluding Doris Pettee, Muriel Ripley.
Virginia Egan. Alice Merrick, Blanche
Carr, Pauline Morey, Auretta Knowl
ton and Virginia Hall. They were
clad in dresses delicately colored by
the
Carpenter-Morton
product
and bore the name Utters. They did
the “Irish Washerwoman” step to
the Portland Fancy.
Charles Bicknell represented the A.
D. Bird Co. and Chisholm Bros, were
represented by candy ladened Ruth
Stearns. Edward Ladd and Gerald
Black rt presented Fred R. Spear's
coal heavers.
Florence Dean in
dainty white showed the needlecraft
of Phyllis Tulmun Morse as she
danced "Through the Shady Lane.”
W. O. Hewett Co. made a hit with its
fashion
show
featuring
Misses
Shirley Glidden and Edna Hewett anil
Mesdames Mabel Strong and Ruth
Whe; lcr.
The Courier-Gazette was ably rep
resented by Lloyd Clark and two
assistant carrier boys labelled Tues
day, Thursday and Saturday. C. E.
Daniels’ store was praised by Estelle
Hall, and G. H. Hart told about Lucas
paints with the aid of Misses Eva
and Bessie Hunter. One of the real
hits was made by Sam Glover as he
chauffeured a flivver around the hall
under the insignia of the Knox County
Motor Sales Co. St. Clair & Allen
sent up Naomi Stearns and Evelyn
Sherer and their social future Is as

REAL BASEBALL
Rockland High opened with an 1 1 inning win
from the strong Local Team. Saturday they meet
one of the State’s best known prep school con
tenders.
.

ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL
WISCASSET

DON'T FORGET

ACADEMY

—AT—

BROADWAY ATHLETIC FIELD
2:30 Sharp

DANCING
TONIGHT

DANCE RECITAL

GREELEY’S
JAZZ
BAND

WATTS

' Kimball Hall

HALL,

THOMASTON

WEDNESDAY EVENING, APRIL 30
at 7:45
MRS. JENNIE

HARVEY PERCIVAL

Presents her pupils in a pleasing program of

In Response

BALLROOM,

NATIONAL,

CLASSIC

AND

INTERPRETIVE

DANCING

TICKETS:

io that time
worn appeal

55 CENTS, including War Tax

On sale in advance by Pupils of the Classes
DANCING AFTERWARDS

Why don't they
make shoes to fit
Stout Women ?

51-52

FIRST ANNUAL

MAY COSTUME BALL
ARCADE—ROCKLAND

THURSDAY, MAY 1, 1924

Ityli tlHi HrSMl'MH

AUSPICES AMERICAN LEGION
Votes for Queen of the May may be deposited at the Legion
Canteen, Limerock Street. Contest closes at 5 P. M., May 1, 1924.
TICKETS 50 CENTS, Including 50 VOTES IN QUEEN OF THE
’
MAY CONTEST

built over lasts and patterns
which meet the requirements
of stout feet and ankles.

THE CARPENTERS
Will have an Open Meeting for
Do not associate Stylish Stout
Outsizes with anything heretofore offered in wide width foolwear for in Stylish Stout Out
sizes you secure—

Style

[|

Comfort

Comfort ^35, Style
ROCKLAND RUBBER CO.
440 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

Opposite Waiting Station

ALL UNIONS at K. of P. HALL

TUESDAY
APRIL

EVENING
29

at 7:30 o’clock

sured by the way the boys scrambled
for their kisses.
The M. B. & C. O. Perry display
was very effective. Adelaide Cross
as solo dancer gave her usual delight
ful exhibition with music by Mrs.
Faith Berry, accompanist. This firm
:i Iso presented Alice Flanagan, Rose
Flanagan, Eleanor Tibbetts, Aorothy
Lawry and Madeline Coffey in a
dainty dance. Mrs. Emma Crockett's
exhibit made a great success with
Nadine Radcliff in the title role, as
sisted by Barbara Orff and Sterling
Morse.
Hurry Carr was there with Mr.
Happy Party in the person of Carol
Gardner. George Wooster’s praises
as a market man were sung by Don
ald Thomas, George Wood, Jr., Nelson
Glidilen, Clifton and Roy Cross, Wes
ley Wasgatt and William Davis. Winel;: Riehan bore the Burpee Furniture
Co. banner and the Rockland Hard
ware Co. had that veteran angler
Harry Pratt in all the regalia of Mr.
Bowser on a fishing trip in addition
to Fred Babbidge who had the fish
on his crooked pin line. Adelaide
Shepherd carried the Hardware Co.'s
Winchester rifle and delighted the
audience with her song and dance
nunfber.
•
Harold Cross bore the emblem of
the Loan & Building Association
Raymond Bird, Leonard Campbell,
Barbara Wiggin and Anna Richard
son in attractive sports costumes ad
vertised the Huston-Tuttle store, fol
lowed by Betty Benson who made a
pretty picture in a scarlet hunting
costume and did a/lanee to the Wil
liam Tell overture Under the George
M. Simmons trade mark.
A basket of real carnations carried
by Miss Flora Colson landed Carna
tion Brand Milk and Ruth Stevenson
ably pictured the Scott Tea Co.
Mary Lawrence and Norma Hutchin
son advertised the Camden market of
F. K. Allen. The Armour Co. exhibit
was very attractive with Miss Evelyn
Niles as soloist and a group of chil
dren as dancers with Miss Esther
Stevenson at the piano. Ruth Stev
enson carried the wares of the N. F.
Colili grocery and Miss Mary Wasgatt
did the famous flower dance to per
fection for the Little Flower Shop.
Robert Wallace anil Paul Merriam
were prepared to go to work at once
for the E. O. Philbrdok & Son garage.
The closing number was the Royal
Baking Powder Co. unit featuring
Miss Evelyn Berry in her Bimbo
dance and the four famous little Royal
bakers in the persons of Carlton and
William Ripley. Lewis Hadley and
Leander Thomas.

• • « *

Miss Lucy Rhodes, president of the
Chapin Class, was general chairman
and general driving force of the af«
fair. Mrs. Ella Bird. Miss Myrtle
Herrick, Miss Jennie Trussell, Miss
Harriet Rankin, Mrs. Anne Haskell,
Miss Gladys Belthen, Mrs. Jessie
Mitchell and Mrs. Martha Feeny were
staunch committee workers.
The
tickets were in charge of Misses Lena
Lawrence and Miss Edith MacAlman.
The refreshments were in charge of
Mrs. Susie Davis. Incomplete re
turns give the net at $325, with not
all tickets In and many contributed
articles yet to be sold.

POST SENTENCED
Gets 10 To 20 Years For
Manslaughter, After Re
tracting Plea of Not Guilty.
Frederick L. Post of Itoekland,
who was to have been tried in Lin
coln County Supreme Court next
Wednesday, charged with the murder
of Mrs. Sybil E. Hamilton of Rock
land, retracted his plea of insanity,
and pleaded guilty of manslaughter.
He was sentenced to not less than 10
nor more than 20 years in the Stale
prison at Thomaston.
iPost was represented by Attorney
James P. Perkins of Augusta, and
Attorney General Shaw’ was also
present.
Thursday Post was at the court
house, and had a long conference
with his attorney.
Very few of the
people about the court
house
realized that Post had been there
during the day.
At the close of the
conference he was taken to Bath for
the night.
Mrs. Post, considerably overcome
'by grief, was in the court room when
her husband pleaded guilty and re
ceived his sentence.

vs.

SATURDAY"

(All members of the Golden Rod
Chapter, O. E. S„ who have articles
they will donate to the rummage
sale to be held Tuesday. May 6, will
kindly notify Mrs. Florence Philbrook or Mrs. Clara Watts.

MAY

ADVERTISING ASSEMBLY PLEASES

AGAIN AT LARGE

Alfred Cronkite Makes His
Second Getaway From the
Prison—Brother Still Free.
Alfred Cronkite who was com•milted from Aroostook county May
8, 1322. for burglary, escaped from
the State Prison at 8 o'clock this
morning by climbing the windows
gratings and lowering himself over
a temporary wooden wall near the
new administration building.
He is
a brother of Andrew Crok, alias
Cronkite. who escaped Tuesday night,
and is still at large.
Alfred Cronkite was brought back
to prison last year after breaking
the terms of his parole, and this is
his second "escape.
The other at
tempt was made Murcf 4. but Cronk
ite and ills companion got no farther
than Rockville, when they were capturcile by Deputy Sheriffs Condon
and Ofbeton.
Alfred Cronkite in 20.
weighs 160, stands 5 feet, 6 or 7
and is of light complexion.

The hydrants on Main street are
shortly to ihe painted a vivid red to
facilitate the Work of the firemen and
to prevent aut.anobilists from park
ing in front of hydrant zones as they
seems possessed to do.
The department was called out to
a threatening Are on the roof of the
Nye carriage factory’ this morning.
Prompt work and ample preixtridness saved a conflagration. Damage
to the factory was slight. A call to
■the Pollock house on Pearl street
yesterday also resulted in slight
damage.
Mrs. Julia Abbott of 6 North Mailt
.street had a thrilling experience yes
terday afternoon when a pair of
overalls she was cleaning with gaso
line ignited and caught her hair and
clothing.
With great presence of
mind she extinguished the flames on
her clothing and left the blazing ket
tle to the attention of passers by.
This morning Mrs. Abbott is up
around though suffering from sur
face burns of neck and face.
The
damage to the house was about $25.

Page
WITH THE CHURCHES
The Gospel Mission services to
morrow are at 2.30 and 7.30 a. m.
Howard Brown will conduct the af
ternoon meeting and Herbert Elwell
will have charge In the evening.

HIGH GRADE CLOTHING

• • ♦ . •

First Church of Christ, Scientist,
Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday
morning service at 11 o’clock. Sub
ject of lesson sermon, “Probation
after Death.” Sunday School at 12.
The reading room is located in the
new Bicknell block and Is open every
wek day from 2 to 5 p. m.
• • * •
At the Pratt Memorial Church
Sunday morning Ihe subject of the
sermon will be “The Reason Why,” a
sermon on militant Christianity.
Music will be by the chorus choir
conducted by Mrs. Howard, which
will also repeat In the evening the
cantata given Easter Sunday, and
this will be followed iby a short ser
mon.
Sunday school at 12 with
classes for all ages; Epworth League
at 6.15; prayer meeting Tuesday
evening at 7.30.

AT REASONABLE PRICES

|

Peavy Bros.

1

HAND TAILORED

Suits and Overcoats
For quality, style and fit we know of no better*
clothes than Peavey Bros, make and we can and

do sell this make of high class clothes at prices
way below that of any nationally advertised line.

LAMSON

•••«

At the Congregational Church to
morrow morning Mr. Hounds will
preach on the subject “On the Road
to Emmaus.
This will be the first
of a series of sermons on the general
topic, “From Easter to Pentecost."
Church school at noon.
The Fel
lowship League will meet in the ves
try at 6 o’clock.
Next Wednesday
evening at 6.30 a children’s circle
will be held in the vestry.
At the
Tuesday night meeting the study of
the Philippian letter will be con
tinued.
,
• , • ,
Mr. Stuart's subject will be "The
Beginning of Power,” at Littlefield
Memorial church Sunday morning at
10.30.
The choir will sing the an
them “What a Friend we have in
Jesus.” Bible school at noon and C.
E. at 6.15.
The following service
at 7.15 will be opened by a song ser
vice.
The music will include a se
lection by the church orchestra and
a soprano solo by Miss Doris Dag
gett.
The address by Mr. Stuart
will be on 'The Greatest Words of
the Gospel."
, • • ,
Services at St. Peter’s Episcopal
church and the church of St. John
the Baptist in Thomaston at the
usual hours Sunday. Monday is St.
Mark’s day with celebration at St.
Peter's at 7.30 and at the same hour
Thursday morning, St. Philip and
St. James Day’.
The Thomaston
Guild meets at 2 p. m. Tuesday. St.
Peter's Guild meets at the rectory
at the same hour for election of dele
gates to the Woman’s Auxiliary Con
vention.
Choir practice will be
held at the rectory Friday night at
7.30.

& HUBBARD HATS

HATHAWAY SHIRTS

YALE AND CARTER’S UNDERWEAR

Burpee & Lamb

The Payson Company

SEEDS SEEDS’
We have a very complete line of strictly fresh
FIELD AND GARDEN SEEDS. Seed Oats, Barley
and Wheat. Seed Potatoes, Irish Cobblers, Early
Rose, Green Mountain and Spaulding Rose. Onion
Sets, Fertilizers, Bordeaux Mixture, Lime Sulphur,
Dolge Weed Killer (it will do the trick). Boxes for
shipping baby chicks; nice line of Sprayers.

SUREPACK
The best egg case on the market may now be ob
tained at this store.
COME IN AND SEE ONE

» « « •

At the Universalist Church Sun
day morning Rev. John M. Ratcliff
will deliver his farewell sermon, as
he is to begin his work in his new
parish at Beverly, Mass., on Sun
day, May 4.
The church school
meets at noon and the Y. P. C. U.
at 6 p. m. with Raymond Perry as
leader.
At the circle supper Wed
nesday evening the decorations will
be of a Japanese character and af
ter the supper Miss Hazel Kirk, a
worker of the Universalist church in
Japan, who lias Just returned to
America, will give an address on the
work of the Universalists in the Sun
rise kingdom.
All are cordially in
vited.
The music Sunday morn
ing will include the anthems "Like
As The Hart,” West; "Be Still, Be
Still." Seott and a duet, “My Faith
Looks Up To Thee," Lachner, sung
by Mrs. Yeazie and Miss Jones.

More Oranges by the peck, only........... • • •
75c
(We sold five boxes last Saturday) '
Bananas, 3 pounds for.......................................... 25c
Dixie-Bacon, pound................................................. 16c
Johnson Butter, pound.......................................... 55c
Grape Fruit, 6 for.................................................... 25c

The Payson Compart
TELEPHONE 380

473 MAIN STREET.

* « • *

At the First Baptist church Rev.
B. P. Browne will preach Sunday at
10.30 on 'The Sin of the Census,”
preceded by a sermonette for the
juniors.
The choir will sing “The
Golden Threshhold,” Nevin.
Sun
day School at the close of the morn
ing services with classes for all;
children’s happy hour at 4 p. nt.
The evening service will begin at 7.30
instead of 7.15, when Mr. Browne’s
sulbject will be “Links of a Golden
Chain.”
The special music for the
evening will include “The King of
Love,” Shelley, by the choir, duet,
"Divine Redeemer," Gounod, MVs
Kathleeh Marston and Mrs. Rachel
Browne; and a solo by R. K. Greene.
A special delegation of the Knox
Lodgo I. O. O. F. and subordinate
orders will attend the evening ser
vice.
The prayer meeting Tuesday
evening is the monthly -ovenant
meeting, preceded by the Y. P. C. U.
service.
Daylight saving is the
time for all services.

WALDOBORO

OREL E. DAVIES
OLDEST GRADUATE OPTOME-

TRIST IN

KNOX COUNTY

(April 15, 1896)

And fitting comfortable glasses at ths

right price ever since.

70Tu&Stf

Library, May 8, at which plans will m'"ii minim iiiiniiiiiumamnimBUHiinBUB
1S24
be formulated for a campaign for 'ff 1855
raising funds for tile memorial. It is
hoped that some organization may lie l|
effected by different lodges, churches
and clubs in .group work instead of
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
a general canvass of the town. This
WALDOBORO, ME.
matter will be discussed at the meet
ing. The ladies especially are urged Tl5lllln:u"IIIIUIMIWII)lllini[)ni!IIKIIIIIIllllllHlliiinHilHiUHni
to be present Thursday evening, May
The American Medical
jw
8, at 7.30 o'clock.
iation, which repreffente <tW J
Maurice Greenlaw of Camden was
leading physicians of tbet U. 8^4
a weekend guest at Osborne Welt's.
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Richards of passed a resolution that the use
Damariscotta were at Churles Gal alcohol in medicine as a tonic
stimulant has no scientific value e
lagher's Thursday.
Tonight comes Zane Grey’s “Heri that its use as a curative agentf I
> j
tage of the Desert” at the Star The should l»e discouraged.
Rpckland Ried Crosar.
atre. Lois Wilson, Roil La Rncque
anil Noah Beery make a remarkable
BORN
trio to depict this thrilling tale on
Carver—-Camden. April 19, to Mr. and Mn.
the screen. This is the story of a. Leroy
L. Carver, a son Clifford E.
man's uphill fight against tremendous
odils aided by a girl anil a wild out
MARRIED
law horse who by the way is the
Foster-Ward—dockland. April
Iff,
by
best animal actor on the screen. This Itev. lolm M. Ratcliff, Wilson Ray Foster of
is one of the world's best stories Thomaston and Sadie Leo Ward of Rockland.
<; ray-Goff Iyeu iaion. April 24, by Rev. Fr.
made into olte of the screen’s best Michael F. Drain, Neil S. Gray, formerly of
Warren and Miss Theresa M. Goff of Lewpictures.

Memorials®*

A

+

Mr. and Mrs. Berne Mitchell and
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Clark were in
Rockland Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Wade re
turned Monday front a three weeks'
visit with their son in New Bruns
wick, N. J.
Miss Josephine Frazar of Bath is
the guest of Miss Lucy Hassner.
Mrs. Theresa Keene has returned
from Portland.
Rev. O. G. Barnard will occupy the
Judge A. L. Miles is completing ex
Methodist pulpit in Belfast Sunday
morning. Rev. W. R. Patterson, who tensive repairs on the Overloek
is to be the new pastor here, will house, Knox street, Thomaston, Which
be- will occupy.
preach his first sermon.
Miss Augusta Humphrey was at her
home In South Newcastle last week.
Miss Ethel Overlock is at home
from Norwood, Mass., for her Easter
vacation.
Mrs. J. T. Gay attended the meet
ing of the Maine Writers' Research
Club in Augusta last week.
The death of Merritt A. Johnson of.
Rockland brings a distinct feeling of
loss tq those in town who have known
him as a brilliant lawyer and warm
friend.
CLEANS AS IT POLISHES
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph David are at
Solomon David's where they will re
Sheds Water, Makes Automobile
main for an indefinite period.
Tops, Waterproof, Water, Cannot
Mrs. Mildred Foster of Round Pond
Wash It Off. Protects Vkrnish and
has been the guest of her mother.
all Metal Parts of Autos. Albapol
Mrs. Dora Rector.
is non-inflammable and a solvent
Herbert Johnson has resumed his
for hard grease; will not scratch
position on Gay’s truck after a two
white.
weeks’ vacation.
Clarence and Raymond Jones have
FOR' SALE BY
been guests of their parents. Mr. and I
Veazie
Hardware
Co., Rockland
Mrs. Joseph Jones.
Motor Mart, Moody's Garage, M.
The committee for the Soldiers'
Memorial Fund held tlieir lost meet-1 B. & C. O. Perry, Rockland Hard
ing at I*. E. Storer’s store. Letters' ware Co , Fireproof Garage, Rock
were read from the Waldoboro-Bos-' land; Curtis Hardware Ca., Cam
den,
ton Club, which .stated that $438 had
already been raised by the club with
the expectation that the amount
whuld increase to $800 during the
VINALHAVEN, ME.
year. Plans were made for a com
4G-G9
munity meeting to be held at the

AVOID WORRY!

ALBAPOL
.

AUTOMOBILE

FURNITURE POLISH

L. C. SMITH & CO.

iston.

DIED

Fisk Boston. April 23, Ellen Geddes Flak
of Rockland, aged 67 years.
Burial In
Rockland.
CARD OF THANKS

We wish to express our thanlw to Harbor
Light Chapter. O B. 8.. Fred A. Norwood
W. R. c , the Rockport Baptist church and
the many friends and neighbors who sent
flowers, cards ami fruit and to those who
visited Mrs C. E. Rhodes while she was IM
at Knox Hospital, also those who helped the family during her absence.
Special '
thanks are given to the hospital doctors and
nurses who attended her.
Mr. ami Mrs. C E. Rhodes and family,
Rockport, April 25.
RESOLUTIONS

Resolved: That the meiubqfa of the Knov
Bar desire to express their a|J|)reciIat ion or
tike character and attainments of M<erritt
A Johnson, long a member thereof; ai_ „
place upon the records of the Court Nicir
tribute to fils memory;
Resolved ; That we admired him as a nan
mid regarded him as a safe and able cood.• ellor; lie uas kindly to all and loyal to bis
friends; he was thoughtful, sympathetic
generous and often gave his best efforts,
without thought of compensation, to those
whose cause was worthy but who were un
able to pay for the services of a legal
riser.
His diligence, courage, learning aad
fairness were jurftly and deservedly rewarded
h\ the excellent ^reputation ho bore as a
practitioner
He will he deeply and sin
cerely mourned by his brethren and his
ory will be cherished by a large ccircle
friends, his neighbors and fellow citizens.
clt__
Resolved: Tliat these resolutions be
sented to the Court at the September
next following, with the request that
he entered upon its records and that <
thereof Ik* transmitted to his widow
who survive him.
Charles T.
Edward C.
J. H Mom
toniraittee
Rockland, April 24, 1»24.

Puge Four

With the Radio Fans
(By the Radio Editor)
f iclusi
proof that receiving
, ,i; ; < differ considerable In dlflities again came to my
Ittc:.'
when I read in a Thursday
is;., paper that the radio reporter
if tlu.t paper had found Wednesday
lig.e rather a poor night for Keep*
ion. I had been without a receiving
et
a veral days and so on Wed,,1, I picked up a few scrapped
■■
nt I had and assembled them
nt.
si; - 'e-tube Haynes and huri 1
in. io try it out. My record
f , if; lures with this hookup re
al i;;ed imact when about the first
tati- r. 1 irfeked up was that of tha’
all letters of WHAS of Louisville,
biaicky
broadcasting
orchestra
nusi
from the Alamo Theatre.
?h‘
was nothing to interfere with
1
gram and I stuck to the lltle s, : until nearly 10 p. m. and made
ne'e in the log book of the excel
lent receiving conditions. In about
wo hours I worked nearly 20 etaions. although I was not trying for
nd heard five or six eomi’.-te st lections from several of the
tations.
Thursday morning many of the
tockland fans I met were telling
i ',v poor the receiving conditions
lail been and I hardly dared to tell
hem of my success for fear they
vould not believe me.
Walter
via .viton, one of the most cortsistent
an«. declared that he never heard so
nueh interference from oseillatling
eceivers, and called it also a poor
light, while Genn Lawrence said that
party of friends at his house were
ntertaineil all the evening by splenlid reception on the loud speaker,
"he Boston newspaper’s radio man
bund that failing was the most noiceable but with the exception of one
two stations I was aware of no
adlng at all, and absolutely no
t.itic or interference from oscillators.
• * * •
I wonder how many readers of this
oiumn have tried the 201 A tube as
detector since I mentioned some of
qualities as such in this column
few weeks ago? I hope those most
articular fans who are always sekig music as "clear as a bell" will
ot overlook the possibilities of this
jbe as a detector. The one-tube
Jaynes 1 am now using has one of
le 201 A's in it, and it's as near per■t as ai.y receiver I have eve-heard,
rhe musical reproductive quality is
cry nearly equal to that of crystal
eception.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, April 26, 1924.
stations to whose broadcast you have
been enjoying. Readers of this col
umn need only to send a stamp with
their request and some of these cards
will be mailed to them without fur
ther cost, and when you have used
them you ere entitled to send for
more. We have an unlimited supply
of these cards and hope all readers
who are interested in applauding the
artists and stations will send for
some.

IN SPORTING CIRCLES
Knox County School Games

SO EAST TO SET

$

Today—Sporting Matters

in General.
School games are planned for at
least three Knox county diamonds
this afterno n. Ro kland High is
entertaining Wiscasset Academy on
the new Broadway Athletic Field
and as the visitors have a strong
tiara the orange and black will be
forced to show sain.' of the calibre
with which it hopes to win the Knox
and Lincoln pennant this season.
The game will begin at 2-30.
In
Camden Coach Breflnehan’s "Hopes*'
are fa-ing the Castine team. Thomas
ton fans will see the first league
game of the season, the contenders
are facing the Castine Team. Thomasaston High.
“SHyvie's” non are
very confident of winning, in fact it
is already claimed ia Thomaston
sprting circle that the real tight this
year will lie between Thomaston
High and Rock'll'. 1 High.

IT\S
AWFUL
GOOD

RUNABOUT
‘'Fniil-a-ltes” Smoothes Away Ths Pain

Headaches are always the result of
poisoned l>h>oil. If food is not
properly vligei teJ; if the lmwcli are
not regular; or if tho kidneys ara
weak an I irritated; then impurities
arc taken up by the blood and carried
to tho nerves' of tho head causing
dreadful in adaehes.
The Fruit Treatment is tho most
effective means of keeping the blood
pure. “Fruii a-tives”, the wonderful
combination of the juices of apples,
oranges, t! as and prunes—intensified
and e ml med with tonics—are a
complete fruit treatment for
Headaches, whether the headaches
are due to Neuralgia, Nervousness,
Biliousness, Indigestion, Constipa
tion or Irritated Kidneys.
Just try the Fruit Treatment for
your U -adaehes, in the form of
“Fruit a 1iv s”. "Your druggist has
Path Times; ‘Mi rse should be a them. 25 and 50e. a box—or sent
pretty strong defei sive outfit this postpaid I y l':uit-a-tives Limited,
ison and with any kind of l’h k at Ogdensburg, Jf. Y.

WARREN

Slarler an J Demountable Rima
f85 Exira
i

Sup-t. X. C. Hyde of the Great At
lantic & Pacific Tea Co., was a vis
itor at the Warren store Wednesday
afternoon.
Mi's. Josephine Casw.il of Rock
port is the gue=t of her nephew, A.
C. Peabody for a few weeks.
Wilder .Moore went Thursday to
Bath, returning in the afternoon with
Leland Phllbrook in his newly pur
chased Fold coupe.
Native dandel.cn greens have found
a place on Warren menus the past
week.
Ralph Spear is doing interior work
at the home of E. J. Cook.
Edward Payson md Roy Norwood
The Ford Runabout is the most economical car for personal
i all will make the going rough for
left Thursday for Boston from
i opposing pitchers. They won’t have
transportation known.
whence they will make the return
PARK THEATRE
I to face such stars as Brennan of
trip in a new Chrysler fcr demonstra
Priced lower than any other motor car, its maintenance and
Cony and Small of Edward Little
tion purposes.
Today will 1> ■ the last showing of
though Elmer Rising the youthful
running expenses are in keeping with its present low cost.
E. E. Jameson and Raymond Pay
y f r Money" with House
Ko ?k land t wirier shows gr^at prom Don't J'
son have been at work on repairs to
ise of eclipsing Ute great hurling cf Peters.
To salesmen and others who average a high daily mileage in
I.i.- t night's nuilien e at
thk piping system of the town water
the first two moundsmen.”
business, the Runabout has a special appeal both for its
supply, causing those on the west
lie
l
’
ark
Tie
atre
had
th'privilege
* * * •
ern side of the t< wn to be witnoui
operating economy and its convenience in making city and
>f
wit:
•
i-ig
one
of
tile
m
s',
un

An agreement for a bout between
water Wednesday.
usually ii i ;.ri; picturis it the
suburban calls.
Georges Carpentier and Tom Gibbons
There are none
All inquiries concerning the condi
season ia 'I'oii't Many For M ney,”
at Chicago on May 30 has been
tion of the road to Damariscotta
, story by Hope lairing and I.ouis
so aged but will
signed.
might w.ll lie referred to Charles
Duryea I.ightun. Added to thin for♦ • ♦ ♦
Starrett whose two trucks have been
mid-.iiio list of creators and execu
agree, as all en
Bath sporting fans appear t > b«
making two trips there daily for
tives are tii names if House Peters
much
interested
in
ail
kjnds
if
some time, loaded with lumle'r for
joy
Rlibye !'■ !:• mi
Cyril Chiulwiek.
Detroit, Michigan
sports,
but
some
cf
them
apparently
parties of that town.
W
A
P ■ h .
(824)
lock
their
world
’
s
goods
up
in
th
?
Mrs. Harold Sawyer left Thursday
•hri-iii.
Mayo. Gen-ge Nichols.
wall safe b« fore leaving home
At
See the Nearest Authorized Ford Dealer
morning for Boston, where eh will
Hank M ■
nd I.-alia Knott, a Hilly
least
that
’
s
the
Inferenre
gained
be the guest of her slater, Mrs. Nellie
notable list • f him favuiics. There
from
the
fallowing
item
in
Thurs

Wa-tts until Saturdiy when they will
s at-a a two reel con: ily entitled
day’s Times:
both make the trip to Warren in Mrs.
‘•Up in Lisbon Falls the townspe< pie "One Spooky Night."
Watts' ear.
In “Triumph" which will open MonICE
have raised 13’Od for baseball this
Mr. and Mrs. George Gat-din r
season. This means $6200 ready for lay h r a two days run at the Park
have returned from a combined busi
CREAM the Worumbo team management • Theati' I, oil B. DeMille r tuns
ness ar.d pleasure trip including stops
___ A
will duplicate the amount raised in J jfrom 'ii" a lent spo.-t t le i f his
at Augusta, Portland and Boston.
of
town.
Pretty nice.
Wonder how Ten i' imm ii'Imi-nts" to the type
Mr. Gardiner now intends to have his
iety love drama in
tier!
much Bath sports could raise to sup
drug score ready to open by May 1.
EAST WASHINGTON
•<>red his most sensational
port baseball? A little bird twitters,
Some excitement w as caused W< dind of which Male and
‘
about
$31
in
a
two
weeks
cam

nesday morning when the It >rf ■
nd •■.Manslaughter” were
L. L. Mt t ton was a recent business paign-’ ”
driven by Virgil Hills took fright at
bb examples. • Here is
visitor
in
South
Liberty.
Chase's fish car pnd with an unhoikp. Mi’.lo production, with
Mr. ami Mrs. Arthur Turner visited
whifflitrce banging t his heels be
ROCKPORT
s settings, luxurious backcame unmanageable, throwing Mr.
’ativ•.« in Liberty Sunday.
>• ; .tiful women, dashing
rockland
Hills from the wagon with great
Mrs H. C. Coding, who has been
Aria- Llnscott has a crew at work
I an array of featured
TEL. 333.
force. A s vere shaking up for the doing several carpenter jobs at Me- spending several months with her
>t lo ks m< re like a copy
owner and a damaged
harness
sister. Mrs. Nellie Wilkins, has re
ii- of the Paromouiit stuMany of the fans who have heard seemed to l e the only r-suits of the domak Camp.
MARTINSVILLE
Mr. and Mrs. Harold binscott and turned to her home in Hope.
i cast.
Leatrice Joy. Rod
ibout and become interested in my mishap at the time.
Mr. and Mrs. John Spear were re
children wa re Sunday callers at the
• iue nd Victor Vareoni have
meets® with the Superdyne circuit
The O. E. S. reh -arsal that Was to
lllrs. Paul Fi'.zimti-irk anil two
1 roles. “Triumph” is
rill probably wonder why I have liai taken place Friday evening was home of Mr Linscott’s parents, Mr. cent guests of friends in Warren.
Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton enter
a strong nyan ruir ed bv chililnen of Bristol, Conn., a.-" visit
gain gone back to ithe Haynes sin- postponed until Monday when the and Mrs. Arial Linseott.
W. W. Light was in Liberty Thurs tained the Nitsomsosum Club Mon
weak man regenerated, ing her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. M
•d
ile-tuber. This does not mean that entire degree staff is requested to be
day where he sold a horse to George day evening at the home of Mrs. Nina
loss of it, and through a
zo
have lost any of my interest In the
present at 7 o'clock.
Carroll- Refreshments were served
Thompson.
BIRD
il girl.
It takes one man Mason.
Superdyne; it simply means that
Manager E. F. Woodcock of the
and
a
very
enjoyable
evening
is
re

F.
W.
Hart
re
ently
bought
a
conMr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Cunningham
of
haunts
<
f
the
rich
and
•sssr
have disposed of some of my tubes
Thomaston A. & P. store was in town Jefferson were at C. E. Overlock’s ported.
m into the gutter
It in Thomaston.
uid suffered the loss of having one
on business Wednesday.
'Mrs. S. B. McIntire has returned to
Isaac Davis of Camden has pur
Sunday.
another from poverty’ to
if my 201As quit on me last week,
Sunday night at 7 o'clock at the
iMrs. Ruth Sukeforth was the guest chased the Sarah Clark house on
ad high p sition.
It shows her horn after sjanding some time
md I am therefore making the best Congregational church there will be
of Mrs Carrie Curtis of Liberty last V,’inter street which he and Mrs.
•t ny girl in the whirl and at the "Marie Celeste."
if It by using my one remaining an illustrated lecture on "Villag Life
Mrs
Rebecca
Alley
returned
week.
Davis are occupying.
« f pond*'! >us machinery,
ube in tho most efficient manner in India."
Brainerd Paul has returned to
iRoss Cunningham was a recent
the same girl at the plnna- Thursday after visiting relatives in
lot I know of.
Frank E. Percy has an out board business caller at W. \V. Light’s.
Bowdoin College after spending the
l it she calls “Triumi h,” with Vinalhaven.
I am willing to declare that the motor bought of E. J. Cook.
Calvin Maxey Bowes and Miss Easter recess with his parents, Mr
Jerome Jones has bought a new
iewel:. applause.
Like
121
: iperdyne is the most satisfactory
Adelma Llnscott were guests Sunday and Mrs. William A. Paul.
horse.
ufehter,
..........
rriurr.ph.
”
is
a
‘
Maps:
i
>; I hay ever heard or operated and
of friends in Burkettville.
Mrs.
II.
N.
It
i-.vley
who
has
been
ili
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Libby have strictly lroikrn 1- ve story adapted
rlien c/nditions make it possible for
Thousands of Mothers 'Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Overlook called moved
front Rockland to Edward H from a popular Saturday’ Evening during the winter nr nths Is conva
Know Its Value.
again get back to this set I
on O. B. Fuller of South Liberty last Piper’s house on Sea street.
lescing.
<int
Post sc
May
certainly do so. I understand
The Family Medicine SundayMr. Fuller is very ill but
Mrs. Celeste Harris was the guest
At a recent meeting of the Ladies
hat there had been an improvement
for Coughs, Colds, Colic his condition remains about the same. Aid cf the M. E. church the following ruthor.
of her .si..ter, Mrs. Emma K" nr Fri
Cuts, Scalds, Burns,
ade in the original Superdyne eirday.
officers were elected for the ensuir.a
•94
Chilblains, Insect Bites
•uJt, which now uses a variometer!
year: President, Mrs. Mabel Withee;
place of the plate reactance coll I ftcpsrnl by the Nosw.r Medicine Co.. Norway. u.-.
EMPIRE
THEATRE
vice
presidents.
Mrs.
Lou
Richards
UNION
nd condenser. I have given it a try I
YOUR MONEY REFUNDED,
.. ,
if tt fallstohenpflt you wl;en»«*d»trK’tlras(ltreclp(l on
and Mrs. Annie Crockett; secretary
n<l think tllflt it m.'ikp'S the W&VC I
inside wrapper. TryftUolUe. told by
William Dur. in ha s • red ano
ie townspeople are glad to know Mrs. Amy Miller: treasurer. Mrs
length more certain, besides adding a--------------------------------------------------------that Rev. Mr. Webber has been re | Cora Morrill; chairman of work om- triumph in “Tilt Fast Expri
Utile more volume on the whole. My
turn ed t-» the Methodist church here j inittee, Mrs. Annie Laurie Small; I'nlversai's new feature el- i|
Iriend, Ed Sansom, has also tried it
Mr. and Mrs. Webber have made ! chairman cf Mercy and Help com l iny, a lightni-g-f ist story <•;'
n his Superdyne and likes it very
many friends during their two years mittee, Mrs. Annie Spear.
Bird’s Neponset Twin Sljingle is called, “The
nuch, but like me he found that it
the
.Melt a little Vicks in i stayServices at the Methodist church r ad life, r.aw :>
iropped the natural wave length of
Shingle That Wears —and H ears and U ears!"
vement
Til
ure.
oil'',
spoon and inhale th(
The Senior class of V. II. S. twill Sunday morning and evening as Dunean's 1 '
ihe entire set considerable. If any of
; t ■ ’ su '
A
usual. Preaching by the pastor; Sun
medicated
vapors.
Applj
repeat
their
play.
‘
’
Sunshine
’
’
at
the
1. Extra large — 20” by 123 i”, mak
ny readers have tried the Superdyne
story of thrills on thrills, ibre.-ted
A day school at noon.
frequently up the nostrils town hall Saturday, tonight.
would like to hear from them
ing three layers of shingle every
Sunday services at the Baptist ly a famous star himself, i nil in
dance
will
follow
the
play.
ibout their sucoess with long distant
Always use freely jus
where on the roof.
church. Preaching by the pastor at which he and Edith Johnson p ty tile
The
average
rank
of
each
member
itations. 1 have been able to get very
r ailing roles, it is a striking work.
before going to bed.
ef the senior class for the four years 10.30 a. m.. the subject will be “The t entertainment. Adapted fri m the
food results on all stations within a
2. Extra heavy — 250 lbs. to the
Christian
and
His
Church.
”
Com

has been given as follows: Christine
•adius of 1000 miles and can say that
famous story, "Cio.-.si iI Win s," by
sqvfare. Has extra asphalt water
munion
at
close
of
the
service.
Sun

A
small
fiock
of
hens
will
not
only
Norwood, 92.4S; Lucille Jones, 91.8;
he quality of reception is perfect up
C urtni ". Ityley Cooper, whi -h re
proofing, extra coating and extra
keep your own table supplied with
Florence B( ssey. 89.S; Edward Ames. day’ school meets at noon. Gospel 's ntly v is a magazine sensation, it
:o this distance but I have never covFRESH eggs but tum in a handsome
S8.24; Sara Hilt, 87.61; Carleton service at. 7 p. m.. subject “The Ap , s traisplanteij tin narrative to
slate surfacing.
?red any greater range than this sat
profit in sales to the neighbors. Now
Mansfield, 86.01; Ruth Arrington. pearances of Jesus After His Resur ri tl life, literally.
isfactorily with the exception of the
.In k Hoxie in
is
the
time
to
start.
The
new
3.
Spark-proof and waterproof —
rection.
”
83-72: Dorothy Bean, 82.78;. Harold
ue I worked in Calgary, Alberta.
Oner 17 Million JanUtcd Yearly
Levi Upham has returned from "Calioping Aee" is the added attrac
with a smooth and unusually
^ISTHhiORE EGG RECORD BOOK
Wentworth, 79.72.
• • * •
North Haven wh re he has been tion.
even surface of natural red,
Thunder and lightning the past
Reginald Barker's latest produc"anil PCULTRV KEEPING FOR PROFIT
1 spending the winter.
green or blue-black crushed
week sit many fans to wondering if
ti n. “Pleasure Mad," coming to the
by Prof. W. F. Kirkpatrick of Connecticut Agri
cultural Co”ege shows how. Selecting and Starting
■verything was alright with the anEmpire Theatre on M nday is a
slate.
the Br-»ode: -Size of Flock- Grouping Chicks—
enna and boosted the sale ot light-'
• reen adaptation of Blanche i'pRoosting -Feeding— Late and Early Molting—
Chart ol Good Hen Characteristics -Increasing Egg
4. The “cut-out” is arched at the
ling arresters among ithe local desilright's novel 'The Valley of Con
Production, etc. A M paRf book FREE. Get thia
i . Chief among the thoughts of the
top—gives a distinctive appeartent," presented by ismis I’. M iyef
valuable book from your Grain D aler or write us,
giving his r . me and address. A f ee enpy will bo
•adio fans in the summer months is
H
ugh Meiro,
Inning the filming
znaiUd you promptly. Address Desk "D.”
• ancc.
9
the possibility of lightning striking
e' the production, Marjorie Ram
ST. ALBANS GRAIN CO.
tlieir antenna.
Henry Neeley in the
in tu was appearing on the stage in.
Neponset Twin Shingles are made by Bird & Son, inc. (Est.
St. Albans, Vt.
urrent issue of "Radio In The
1795 . manufacturers of Bird’sShinqleDesignRollSoofing,
I."S Angeles in "The Valley if Con
Home” gives a very interesting arParoid Rooling. Neponset Black Building Paper und Nepon
te it,” a play has d upon the same
set Board. There's a Bird product for every sort of building!
lcle that will relieve the minds of
vel.
In the s nea version. Mary
W' IR T.H M Q R E P Q U LT R Y F E EO
nany of the fans in this respect. Re
Aidtn plays the role created on the
IFe ore Iteadiiuarters for Bird’s roofings,
sides the lightning arrester Mr.
' ige by Miss ltamlieau. Others in
building papers und uall board.
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FEEDS
seelej- also suggests the use of an anlii east tire Huntly Gordon, N ima
,
Ml
Due
to
Lydia
E.
Pinkftenna ground switch anil says:
,"hearer, William Collier, Jr.. Winilam’s Vegetable Compound d I! yson, Ward Crane. Frederick Arc recommended and sold by the
"Whether the law requires a lightnIning switch or not take my advice and
T utsde’I and Joan Standing.—adv.
W.
KNOX COUNTY GRAIN
tie sure to install one, and when you
Truman, Minn. —“I was badly runCO.
Biro not using the set, always have
town, had pains in my side and back ; I
MOUNT PLEASANT
ROCKLAND, ME.
Park St.,
ROCKLAND.
Tsl. 746
sometimes I could;
tile switch blade over to the side
hardly move arouno;
which connects the earth." This is
in bed. My husband Wi'iinm H. Ilemenway died Wedgood sensible advice and will be fol
got me Lydia E.Pinklowed 'by those fans who are most
■ -1 iy ul the home of Rodney Me
ham’s Vegetable
particular about the personal safety
in
vie where he liv d. He v.as 71
Compound, and af
of their possessions. A well ground
ter taking it I was sc years of age and is survived by a sised antenna is a good protective de
to exchange new furniture fcr your old. Wo must keep our sec
much better I could i r and broth: r. Capt. Charles Hommise against lightning and is usually
ond hand department filled, and are willing to exchange new mod
doall my work again nway of Mt. Veinon, N. V., his
incorporated on your house telephone
ern furniture for your old; aloo ranges and musical instruments.
I do my housework,
tiler, was with him a short time
should be taken
A|
and lightning circuits.
273-2fo Main St, Rockland
have
a
garden,
raise
in
!"'fcre
ills
death.
Interment
was
* • * *
eVtpry day fora month
58-tf
chickens, and in har i ’ null a where ho formerly livs d.
Necessity is tho mother of inven
vest time I worked
at
Mis.
Bertha
Russell
is
working
tion again. The Moore's push pin, fain the field and George Huntley’s in Rockland.
quous on the counters of stationery
| ielpc(i pick com. Sometimes I do chores
T. J. Carroll has sold a woodlot to
ores for years, has been suggeeted
| md milk. I took the Vegetable Com•i new use of constructing indoor
xiund before and after my four-months- John Greenrosc. He will cluar and
loop aerials. Now the Moore Ihisli
>ld baby v.aa born, and it has always burn it for blueberries.
Bin Company Is making the Moore
relped me wonderfully. I believe there
s no better medicine made for women,
Radio Screw Knob, packed 50 in a
LOWER SUNSET
and I hope every woman will give it a
iiox for tills purpose. These pretty
fair
trial.
”
—
Mrs.
A
ugust
R.
W
ieder
[little knobs have glass insulated
l’e . i- bray called on frfends here
hoft, R. No. 2. Box 84, Truman, Minn.
heads and are ideal for the purpose
Sunday.
Women suffering from troubles sc
for which they were intended.
• * • »
William Powers was in Deer Isle
;ommon to their sex should give Lydia
E. Pinkham’3 Vegetable Compound a Sunday.
Clifford Raye anticipated the de
fail trial.
mand for good lightning arresters a
Mrs. Ida Stinson called on relatives
few weeks ago, and has laid in a
The Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable f.'itu rday.3
Compound lias relieved women of such
Mrs. Fanny Cole is visiting iter sisstock of the approved Keystone artroubles for the past fifty years. Foi t r. Mrs. F. M. Small for a few days.
SUPERBA Fruits and Berries
resters along with his line of other
iale bv druegi.'’a e”o’-vwnere.
Willis Snowden is moving l.is fam
radio accessories. The Keystone Ar
make the most tempting, tasteful
In
thousands
rester is the efficient vacuum type
ily into Ernest Snowden's house.
of homes, “L.
dishes
because they are fresh,
Mrs.
Katie
Benson
and
Mrs.
Eizzie
a-id one of those suggested by Henry
F.” Atwood's
A. C. MOORE
Medicine
F :ston of Camden were called here by
lx b y in his lightning protection arluscious and natural flavored
stands ready whenever Indigestion,
the illness if their mother, Mrs.
• le mentioned elsewhere in this
Constipation, Biliousness, Headache,
Piano Tuner
etc., threaten family health and peace. Hosts
urali Small, who has the grippe.
iumn.
of grateful men and women have used it for
• * • •
Clyde Small was the Sunday guest
5?annedcoo°s
generations. Large bottle 50 cents—:1 cent a
WITH
THE
MAINE
MUSIC
CO.
i f his mother. Mrs. Amy IS. itmull.
M - letters and several personal
dose. All dealers.
ASK
“
L.F.
”
MEDICINE
CO.,
Portland,
Maine.
Timinas Bowers was at North Deer
•m interested fans have come
Every issue of The Courier-Ga I le Thursday.
tire past week for some
zette is a salesman, visiting three
lloseoe S. Powers was in Stonington
\l> pin use Cards. These cards
SUPERBA ON THE LABEL
times a week the homes of this vi Wednesday.'
,1 jiostcard size already
cinity and soliciting business for its
Raymond Small called on his sister
d need only to he filled out
advertisers.
Mrs. Rina Watts recently.
ier-in and mailed to the

The Lowest Priced
Two-Passenger Car

“GEE!
St’s Corker!”

QUALITY

IL

CARS • TRUCKS • TRACTOKS

KNOX COUNTY M Vf.'OR SALES CO.

BIRD’S ROOFS

NEPONSET

Twin Shingles

IEADCOLDS

UGHTINYOUR
OWN BACKYARD

▼ VapcRub

rms

woman’s

MARVELLOUS
RECOVERY

H. GLOVER CO.

After Grippe

'SCOTT’S
EMULSION

;
%

V. F. STUDLEY INC.

DESSERTS

years’ test

RELIABLE Home Remedy

,

Every-Oth er-Day
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Books for homemakers. Here is a
list on home planning und decora
tion to be found in tlr. Rockland
Public Library:
The home—outside. Plans and de
tails ot building; The Book of Bun’
galows; New Picturesque Cottages;
Suburban Homes; Summer Cottages;
Camps. Cabins, and Shacks', Hon-' s
ot Character; How to Plan. Finance
and Build your Home; Reclaiming
the Old House.
The Home—Inside.
What Makes
thm Home Beautiful. Pe^toody; The
House, Beautiful and Useful, Dunean;
Homes ar.d their Decoration. Fr nek;
A Simple Course in Home Decorat
ing, Winifred Pales; Handicrafts in
’ the Home, Priestman.
Old Things—How to recogniz- theb'
worth. Reclaiming the Old House.
Hooper; Collector's Luck, Carrick;
Next U> Nothing House, Carries; a.
B. C. About Collecting, YoXall
Dutch
Pottery
and
Porcelain,
Knowles; Period Furnishings, Clif
ford.
Flks of “The House Beautiful,''
“Country Life" and "Good House
keeping" for the current year may lie
borrowed from the library. These
have many hietpful articles upon
houses and their decoration.
Many of these books are loaned
from the State Library and will be
available but for a few weeks. Read
Itiicm while they are here.
See also the display of books on
gardening and planting.
LINCOLNVILLE BRIDGE

Work of Reconstruction Is
For, the Expjnce To Be
$4600.

Everett Baum, who has been suf
fering with his throat nearly all win
ter, i ns recently returned front the
Knox Hospital where he had his ton
sils removed.
Frank Johnson and family are now
(crupying their new bungalow which
Wits recently completed toy Mr. Al
lard of South Thomaston.
JFrank Aylward and family have ,
moved from Rockland nnd will make
their home with Mrs. Aylward's
father. Charles Johnson.
George Baum and family have
mt v< d to Hallowell white he lias
employ ment.
Barge 707 is at the d cks loadjng,
Her cargo consists of nbout 150,000
pavir g bio ks besides random ttone
and posts.
f r
the
A large compress l
new power station has arrived and
the new
1 i • »motive
is toeint?
tried < ut by Engineer B . E. Doherty.
There are about 60 p iving cutters
at the plant and the quarry is in full '
blast with a big crew of men.
The new derrick under the man
agement cf Bert Stins hi is doing
good work.
Elmer Barnes has a new car.
p he carpenters are still >it work
en the boarding house which is doing
a rushing business.
Ed. liirdy.
a 'blacksmith
Stonington went to work this
Freeman Leavitt has been ii
his home in Rcckland for th past
week.
Arthu • Richards, who has returned
from. Stonington, has joined the
paving cutters. There are now three
locomotives on the joib and Supt
Hocking; is preparing for a busy sea
son.
William Wiggin of Rockland was a
caller in town this week.
•Leslie Milne is repairing and paint
ing his tar.
Mr. nnd Mrs. Jack Richards are
visiting their daughter, Mrs. May- i
nard Kinney.
Mr. Richards has
been cm fined to the house many
weeks and is just jetting about.
Despite the bad roads the town
sw.irme’l with visitors last Sunday.
Mi Intel Ho king is making exten
sive repairs abc ut his place.
Mary new cars are to make their
appearance in town shortlyWin Pearson cf Rockland ccmes to
the jab now in his car every dny
bringing his usual crowd of work-*
men.
A volunteer crew from this place
workf d i n the bad h des in the road
Surriay and repaired over 300 feet
of the road.
B rge No. 7 cf the Sagadahoc
Tow? g Company is loadirg pulpwoed at the pier on the island
(pr< per) ard the crew ire still at
k ( Utting the weed,
Th*s is the
second shipment.

is the only
Light-Six with

IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY

—
Week days—9 «. m. to it p. m.
Sundays—2 p, m. to 5 p. m.

CLARK ISLAND

X*

Oakfe

Voted
About

A vote to reconstruct the Lincoln
ville Beach bridge was passed at a
meeting Wednesday of the Joint
.board composed of the State highway
Commissioners, the county commis
sioners and the selectmen of Lincoln
ville. In conference with the High
way Commissioner were Dr. O. S.
Vickery of Belfast, chairman of the
county commission rs of Waldo coun
ty, and Irvin O. Eugley, chairman of
the board of selectmen of Lincoln
ville. The estimated cost of the re
construction work is $4700.
The proposed work will include
tht removal of the superstructure of
the existing bridge toy removing the
superstructure consisting of stone
slabs, some of which have been
broken by pres at day highway
loads, and after remodelling the ex
isting abutments replacing thereon
the reenforciid concrete slabs.
I The upstream retaining wall is to
Jbe rebuilt in a position which will
widen the roadway to an extent that
the sidewalk can lx straightened to
a_Upe with the existing sidewalk ad
jacent to the bridge. The upper por1 tion of the downstream r tuning
wall is to be rebuilt where it has be
come dislocated by frost action. The
reenforced concrete railing will be
replaced upon the entire length of the
upstream and downstream retaining
■walls parail 1 to the roadway and to
,he sidewalk.

4® Wheel
Brakes
Standard on 1924 Models
at no Extra Cost
You wouldn’t knowingly buy a
car that wasn’t up-to-the-minute,
any more than you would pay
good money for a house lacking
essential modern features.
By the same reasoning your new
car should certainly have fourwheel brakes—a proved safety
essential.

The True Blue Oakland is the
only light-six on which you get
four-wheel brakes as standard
equipment. Sound, simple,easily
adjusted, give a satisfying assur
ance of safety under every driving
condition.
Many Other Exclusive
Features

Oakland also is the only light-six
with permanent top, special Duco
finish, controls on steering wheel,
special glass enclosures and many
other exclusive features.
If ever there was a car which sells
itself, it is this year’s True Blue
Oakland Six. Don’t choose your
next car until you see it.

SEA VIEW GARAGE
ROCKLAND, ME.

True Blue

*95

Roadster . . $ 995
Sport Roadster 1095
Sport Touring , 1095
Business Coupe 1195
Coupe for Four 1395

Touring

Sedan . . .

$1445

Glass Enclosures for
Tour ing Cars S60— for
Roadsters $40. All
Prices f. o. b. Pontiac

I'r.i’i ; Wail, Alton Wall, Herman;
Carr. Harvey C. Cline a <1 CKL’ord J
j i lwell have employment at Clark
I Island.
}
' Alt n Wap and Clar?r.ce Carr have
purchased new Fords.
Mrs. A. A. Conrers is stopping with
Mrs. F’b.en Elwell for a f ay weeks.
A few friends called cn Mrs. Mc
Leod Mtnday evening for a littl?j
hi;-; h.lay surprise.' She receive 1 funnel
pretty gifts.
Refreshments were
served.
Mrs. C. P. M rrill entertained the
Smart Set with the monthly supper
which was enj yed by eeven mem
bers.
„ Easter v as observed here Sunday
afterncr.n by an appropriate sermon
by the pastor, Rev, II. It. Winchenbaugh, who has been returned to this
charge f r another year. Mrs. Me-’
I end and Mrs. Thompson sang. ‘ He is
Risen,” the accompanist being Mrs.
M. E- Post.
The little chapel was
prettily decorated with j nquils and
potted plants. About 25 attended.
Mrs. Leslie Thompson has returned
heme from Portland. Mr. Thompson
is improving and hopes to return
home in a few weeks.
Albion Caddy has gone to Brattle
boro, Vt.. where he has employment.
Th
Community Clrgle met with
Mrs. M. W. Simmons Wednesd iy
afternoon.
Virginia Elwell retur:’.' d Sunday
from Knox Hospital.
Mr. end Mrs. N. W. Drink water of
Camden spent the weekend with Mrs.
R. H. Rackliff.
Frances Wall is the gu st of her
sister, Mrs. Cleveland llarvey of
Rcckland.
Mrs. R. II. Rackliff spent a few
days last week with her aunt, Mrs.
Elliot in Camden.

II You Knew What Science

Knows About Coffee —
ijoit would be more
careful as to your
choice cf the Brand
Your choice should bring to the table

1ft

A

MUSTER

IN

i
Hatchet is Grade A from the bean
to the cup. because the bush grows
in fertile soil, under an even ripen
ing sun that draws up through the
stalks nature’s strength.

HATCHET

For Shortage of Lobstors in the Mar
kets—Nova Scotia Shipments Are
Hindered.

Heavy storms at sea are responsible
for the lack of lobsters in the marKyts. This was the report made by
H. D. Crie of Rockland, director of
sea und shore fisheries, who was a
visitor Wednesday in Augusta.
Director Crie stated that April has
Jteen an unusually bad month along
the coast and that on two occasions
the Boston boat has been laid up at
Rockland, unable to start on sched
uled time on account of the severe
weather. Mr. Crie has received a slmIar re|x>nt from Nova Scotia which
accounts for the small quantity of
lobsters being shipped to Maine from
there as compared with the usual
spring shipments.
The lobster Industry is ni w begin'ning to pic? up following an unusualy severe winter and spring along the
■toast, Mr. Crie reports.

coffee which tests high.

This gives that “stimulating and
fatigue-relieving effect’* referred to
by Prof. Prescott of the Massachu
setts Institute ot Technology.

Heavy storms blamed

COFFEE

Slicker
islhewelwealher
service uniform
for the regular men
who make eveiy
day count?
A.J.TOWER CO. BOSTON

Your needs in Seeds
and Agricultural
Implements
(•24)

A CLEAR COMPLEXION

Sent free

Ruddy Cheeks—Sparkling Eyes
—Most Women Can Have

on regueet.

BATH

Neighboring City Planning A Big
Fourth of July Anniversary Show.

“Tell it to the world I" says the
Bath Times, that Bath is going to
elebrate the 75th anniversary cf the
irst firemen’s muster in the United
States, on July 4th next and the Rath
Veteran Firemen's Association is to
nake all the plans and run the afair to a successful conclusion.
Just 75 years ago. on that date.
1 iath staged a muster, the first in
America and since Bath has always
■aken an interest in such things nnd
'the coming muster will be New Eng
land wide with invitations sent t > all
| he leading tubs nnd the biggest arl ay of handtulis ever (assembled in
, ’3ath i3 expected on that date.
11
Already plans arc underway and
rom now on Bath red shirts will do
ittle else tout talk laueUtr.

Says Dr. Edwards, a Well-Known
Ohio Physician

KENDALL anti WHITNEY
Portland, Maine -
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“ Part of it belongs to me ”
NE family out, of every 15 in ihe State of Maiije owns the

O

Preferred Stock of Central Maine Power Company.
*
...
This cwi:er-h!p extend-; from the four boundaries of Maine
from Fort Kent on the north to Kittery on the south, and from

Eastport on the East to Fryeburg on the west.

Little wonder then that you hear the farmer, the doctor, the
lawyer, merchant, mechanic or laborer say, as he points to any of the

Sjj.ooo.ooo worth of property < f Central Maine Power Company,

"Part of it belongs to me."
Pride cf ownership naturally fo’lows from an investment so

widely owned: an investment in which there is nearly two dollars

in\ ament which has paid dividends out ol earning- through all the

Coup on

E*t. 1858

Our Greatest Asset
is (he satisfaction

that uou get from
a B.CM °

B.C.M.ew“'i

'

Dr. F. M. Edwards for 17 years treated
scores of women for liver and bowel ail, ments. During these years he gave tc
1 his patients a prescription made of a
few well-known vegetable ingredients
mixed with olive oil, naming them
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets. You will
know them by their olive color.
These tablets are wonder-workers onr
the liver and bowels, which cause a nor
mal action, carrying olf the waste and
poisonous matter in one’s system
If you have a pale face, callow look,
dull eyes, pimples, coated tongue, head
aches, a listless, no-g<x>d feeling, all out
of sorts, inactive bowels, you take one
of Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets nightly
for a time and note the pleasing results.
Thousands of women and men take
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets—the suc
cessful substitute for calomel —now and
then just to keep them lit. 15c and 3tk.

ups and downs of business for the past IS years -70 consecutive

C. nticl Maine Power Company
Augusta, Me.
Wi h no i hligath ns on my part
whatever pleas? send me in ire ir.f rmat; n ab ut your company.

times cn April I.
If yen, too, wish to invest' in a company with a dividend record

like this, in a substantial heme company whose business :t is to fur

nish electric lights and power to over 265,000 people in the industrial
heart of .Maine, buy the y'f Preferred Slock of Central Maine Po\i "r

Company.
At least send in the coupon to learn more about this Company
and its security - no obligations whatever.

C.-G.

Maine Power Company
Augusta, Maine

NORTH WARREN

|Dr. C. L. Knight ( f West Roxbury,
Mass., and Ralph Knight < f Malden.
Mass., were called here last 'I’ue-day
by the serious illness ef their in 4hi r.
Mrs. L. Knight.
Dr. Knight re
turned Tuesday night and Ralph re
turned Thursday.
Mrs. Knight is
improving.
Capt. 1. G. Barbour and Winfield
Greenlaw went out Lot
Friday
morning for a day’s fishii.g in turn
ing Friday afternoon with a tjull
fare, having eaught about 700 pounds.
All the neighbors far d sumptuously
on fresh lish.
Quite a number cf ihe cottages
here are already rented for the s ason.
'The s»d news of tl.e (L ath of Mrs.
Emma Hardy of East Milton. Mass.,
was received here Tuesday.
She
has been a summer resident here for
about 40 years and will be greatly
missed in this comunity win re she
has made many friends.
She leaves
to mourn her loss three grand *hil
dren—Malcolm. Han Id and Mrs4
Ewell, whom she has been a mother
to for several years. Neighbors and
friends extend their heartfelt sym
pathy-

SHEET MUSIC
All the Latest Song Hits

20c and 25c

Eastern Standard Time
Trains Lf.ave Rockland for

C. M. WHEELER, D.C. Ph.C.
Chiropractor

Telephone 323
38 Summer Street, - - Rockland
58-tf
W. A

AugiisLa. A $7.09 a. tn , (7.30a. in., tl 10 p. m
Jbingoi A{7,(X)a. m.,|/.30a.m., tl.10p. in.*
Huston, AI OJ a. in.,t<’.30a. m., 11.10 p.m.
Br'inswick,A§7.00a.ni..t7.30a.tn., tl-IOp. tn.
15.30 p. in.
Lewiston, A57 0»)a. in., f7.30a. in., tl 10 p. m
New York, ll.10p.in.
Portland, A|7.00a, in., f7.30a. tn., tl-IOp. tn.
15.30 p. in.
Waterville, A §7.0) a.in., (7.30a. m.. 11 I()p. m.
Woolwich, A£7.00 a.ni., t'JK) u.tn.,?l .10 p in.
f5.30 p. in.
A Passenger; prov ide cwn ferriage Bath to Wool
wi h.
( Uuily,except Sunday.
I,. C. DOUGLASS,
M. I . HARRIS, *
9 24-23 V. I’.liGcn'IMgr. Gen'1 Passenger .X<t

;
!
'

I
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Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
BAN30R LINE—SPRING SCHEDULE
STEAMSHIP BELFAST
Leave K icUuii l Tuesdays, Thursday and
Saturdays at 8.no P M for Boston.
Return Leave Bo ron. Mondays. Wednes
day and Fridays at 5.00 P M
Leavo
Rockland, Tuesda.’.s, Thursdays and Satur
days at ' no A M ; Caiaden 5.45 A. M. ;
Ib ifaM 7 15 A M ; Bucksport « 15 A. M.;
Winterport 9.15 A M. ; Due Bangor 10.00 A.
M
Return Leave Bangor. Tuesdays, Thurs'la\.s and Saturdays at 2 00 p. M. for Bos
ton ‘ ar.d wa.\ landings due tile following
morning about 7.00 A. .M.

Hours: 9 to 12 A. M.; I to 5 P. M.
Residence, 21 Fulton Street. Tel. 391-J
Office Telephons 493-W

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.

JOHNSTON. REG. PHC.

JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE
COMPLETE DRUG AND SUNDRY
LINE
SPFCIAL ATTENTION TO
PRESCRIPTIONS.
KODAKS.
DE
VELOPING. PRINTING AND EN
LARGING.

Office Hours; I to 3 and 7 to 9 P. M.

MT. DESERT & BLUEHILL LINES
BAR HARBOR LINE

Residence until 9 A. M. and by Appointment

L'tue Itock'.und Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays at 5 A M for North Haven.
Stonington, Southwest Harbor. Northeast
Harbor, Seal Harbor, due Bar Harbor 11
A ,M.
Return Leave
Bar Harbor Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays at 1.00 V. AI. for
Rockland and way landings.

Telephone 181

THOMASTON, ME.

370 Main Street, Rockland

l. w.

McCartney

SANITARY ENGINEER

Plumbing and Heating
Telephone 6C4-W
ROCKLAND, ME.

BLUE

103 PLEASANT STREET

HEATING

TEL. 244-W

117-tf

ARTHUR L. ORNE
Insurance
Successor to A. J. Erskine & Co.
417 MAIN ST., .... ROCKLAND

FULL LINE OF

15 Cents

COLUMBIA RECORDS

Ths Famous Sheet Music you see adver
tised in all the leading magazines.
Over 220 selections—send
for
catalogue

V. F. Studley Inc.

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
L. MAftCUS, 313-315 Main Street
Rcckland, Maine

MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
Portland-New York Freight Service

E. Howard Crockett

B r-ct Freight Servile between Portland
and New Yorl is resumed from the NewState Pier. Portland. Me.
Sailings Tues
days. Thursdays anti Saturdays each way
Through rates and direct track connections
with Maine Central and Grand Trunk Rail
roads
F S. SHERMAN. Supt., Rockland. Maine.
R S SHERMAN. Agent, Rockland, Me.

PLUMBING
SHEET METAL WORK. STOVE
AND FURNACE REPAIRING
AUTO RADIATORS REPAIRED
PIPE & PIPELESS FURNACES
HOT WATER AND STEAM
HEATING

Vinalhaven and Rockland
Steamboat Co.

20 Franklin Street.
Rcckalnd
Telephone 424-1
137-tf

Rich Creamlike
Delightful to take gS?

SCOTT'S

EMULSION1^
Makes Children Sturdy

HILL LINE

Leave Rockland Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Safurdavs at 5.00 A M. for Bark Harbor,
South Brooksville. Sargentville, Beer Isle,
Brook'.in. Sou*li Bluehi’.l, due Bluchlll 11.00
A M.
Return Leave Bluehill Tuesdays, Thtirsda>s and Saturdays at 12.30 I’. AI. for
Rockland and wav landings
At Boston connection is made via file Met
ropolitan Lute express, passenger amt freight
steamers for New lurk and points South
and West

MAINE MUSIC CO., Rockland, Me.

H. M. de ROCHEMONT

PLUMBING

SHEET MUSIC 15c
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION

S-tf

Specials

MUSIC DEPARTMENT
125Stf

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD *

Not Medicine, Not Osteopathy

THE APPLE MARKET

Quotations On Baldwins Ha/e Been
(Mrs. Il owes win has bren stoppi: g
Cut Out—Cent and Ctarks Quiet.
with Mrs. Elm i Rol Lins
c pi J
4C0 Main Street, - - - Rockland
two weeks has retur. > 4 to hi • hor.i
Graduate Pa’m.ir School of Chiropractic
Boston, April 23.
Office Hours:
in Pleasantville
‘
The
derr.r'd
for
B
n
Davis
and
I
Mondays.
Wednesdays, Fridays. 10-12; 2-5
Mrs. W. L. Willianson of Union
7-8. Tuesdays, Thursdays. 10-12; 2-5;
Ctarks hi been j i -J ty quiet fi'.r the
and her daughter, Mrs. M ule Bin
Saturdays, 10-12. Tol. 8G6
nett i f Boston visile,1 M •
J sit Ip’st week ar.d practically no Ben
[Davis
.
:
e
selling
over
$2
We
are
Cummings Monday.
DR. T. L. McBEATH
Mrs. Jennie Butklin h is .- >ld her | ut’ing out qu nations on Baldwins
piano to Slg.'e .and Ellen Erkkler. ;us there is nothing sa iling nt w exOsteopathic
Physician
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
A. J. Tash of Chesti i is building a eept cold ‘t rage.
to
.‘'nu t Ai'p * <.
............... .
Telcphono 136
garage for C. W- Mank.
Spivs, bin<............................ .. 2 «•" to .‘•JHi
38 UNION ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert IIawes of S’.irks, bb’s........................... . . 2 00 to 3.00
Graduate of American School of
Union were Sunday callers a J U. IV n Davis. bbS ................. . I *.0 Io 2.00
| IO) to
OH
Kim «Ils. I b!s ...................
Osteopathy
\Y. Monk’s.
Odd Varieties, bbla ........... .. 2 on tu ::.oo
Llewellyn Mank is in very poor
Kingman A Hi irty, Ine.
health.
H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
“Tin Hubs • Built nn the A|fl>le.”
Austin Ganjriion is working f r E.
Diseases of the Eye;
O. Jameson.
lit ibegins to lcok n< w as though the Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
Refractions, Etc.
mumps are dying a natural death.
OoTr.OPATHIC PHYSICIAN
407 MAIN STREET

REACH—DEER ISLE

CZftc Quality Starts With

from our 180-page
Catalog.

Weston Station on ths Kennebec at
Ckcwhegan which develops 15,029
horsepower—the largest and finest cf
Central Maine Power Company's hy
dro-electric power stations.

worth of property for every dollars’ worth of stock outstanding: an

Seed, Fertilizer and Fruit Trees
Being Bought In Large Quantities.

__ J

1

5

SPRUCE HEAD

FARMERS OPTIMISTIC

Encouragement and optimism pre| vails generally among the Maine
farmers and prespe -ts of s oil crops
this year are outstanding as shown
by a personal survey, W. <!• Hunt on,
industrial agent of the Maine Cen
tral Railroad stated today.
Indications of these conditiors
were found he said in the i pot cash
purchase of seed, fertilizer and fruit
trees to an extent far in advance of
the amount for a number of years,
'the buying of fertilizer previously
had been a long term proposition in
many cases.
Potato growers had received ap
proximately I1X.OOO.OOU for their 1923
crop up to April 1 according Jo
available figures which was double
the amount paid 'for the 1922 crop.
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The direct route between

ROCKLAND. „ VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVLN. STONINGTON AND SWAN’S
ISLAND
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
(Subject to change without notice)
IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. THURSDAY. JAN. 3.

1924.
Leaves Swan’s Island daily except Hunilays ai 5 ; t A M for Stonington, North
Haven. Vinalhaven ami Rcckland.
i Returning leaves Rockland ai 1.30 P. M. for
Vina'i.u .a. North Haven. Stoningfon. and
Swan’s Island.
W S WHITE.
General Manager.
Rockland Maine. .Lin 3. 1924
EXTERN STEAMSHIP LINES
........ ..

I

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, April 26, 1924.
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Every-OtKer-Day

Iq Everybody’s Column

I AROUND THE PLANT j lime to be handled by• three- men.
It has I
bridge. Mass., this week,
the daily record for the last week
THOMASTON
been visitation week of the alumni
being: 206%’ 216, 210, 214. 228%,
of Harvard Divinity School, Noted |
Advert isemenla in this column not to
Pumping Blackington Farm 212. 214%.
'Standard tim<» has not yet been
three lines inserted once b>r 25 cents.
speakers were heard.
(Production figures have run extra exceed
officially adopted for
Thomaston,
:»
times tor 50 cerate
Additional lines 5
Russell Gray has returned from
Quarry—High Production high for the past two weeks. Tiwo cents
each for one time, 10 tints 3 times.
DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME
but the merchants favor it. the
business trip to New Jersey.
Six
words
make
a
line.
were on soft rock.
The total
churches are purposing to adopt it
Figures At Point Kiln No. kilns
town
In effect in Rockland from
Miss Belle Orne was
for the five kilns for the week of
and the probability is that the new
Thursday.
April 12 was 6,006 barrels, an averAPRIL 27th to SEPTEMBER 28th, 1924
time will be put in force, as the ma
I.
Wanted
Standard time will be used at the
____
i age per kiln of 1219; for the week
jority favor it, placing the town in
Accordingly, this Bank will open and close
Baptist
church
next
Sunday.
No

WANTED—lilrl at NEW YOKE BAKERY
With 14 kilns on hard rock the h. ! of April 19 the total waa 8.25444 baraccord with other communities of
Remember to order the
51-53
for business in conformity with local time
tice of any Change in the time will
j rels. an average per- kiln of 1251.
the county and State.
r. crews are kept on the move.
Boston Daily and Sunday
during this time.
be given from the pulpit Sunday
WANTED—Meat Putter to go to MassaThis is a high average for mixed proThe dancing exhibition of the pu
Don Farrand ami Woodbury Rich* duction. and was had notwithstand- (-huaetts- tioud position. Address: MAR
Globe from your newsdeal
Banking Hours:
pils of Jennie Harvey Percival is to morning.
KET. eare of The Courier-Gazette
.Mrs. Dora Comery is having re
ards
are working in the crusher crew. stanuing the occasional doses of
be given in Watts
Hall Wednesday
er today.
(Daylight Saving Time)
WANTED
—
Keth-a.
Antiques.
Purina,
o'.d
pairs made upon the roof of her
AS
evening.
The usual pleasing pro
'The big crusher is in operation for "brown stuff" and boulders received. honks, pamphlets, pictures, mirrors, old col
9 A. M. to 3 P. M. Saturday, 9 A. M. to 12 M.
ored glassware, candlesticks, lamps, bottles,
chips, the small crusher being unable
gram will be presented and followed house.
Five Kilns
vases, histetware. china, hooked mgs. cov
John Upham is confined to the
equivalent in Eastern Standard Time to
'Barge Rockport cleaned up the erlets. clocks, furniture.
hy public dancing with music by
to supply the demand.
1 buy anything
house with a severe cold.
8 A. M. to 11 A. M.
8 A. M, to 2 P. M. •
Marston’s orchestra.
New men at the hard rock are: shed by taking 4281 selected.
o'.d and pay highest cash prices.
E. K
in the Globe every day.
Mrs. Willis Spear spent Tuesday
TKOWA.X'T.
Damariscotta,
Maine
51-36
Charles Nystrom is night foreman
Wilbur Pressey in 1, Victor Korpien
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dana Gib
in Camden.
Read the UNCLE DUDLEY
WANTED—Waitress at BEEHIVE CAFE.
in 2* ar. I Charles Winslow is back this year, in place of Albert Brackett
son of New York City were in town
Miss Abbie Mitchell will have a
56-52
Limerock Street._______________________
EDITORIALS in today’s
for a short time Wednesday.
They
who
resigned
to
go
on
kiln.
in
4.
vacation the last of this month from
WANTED—Phanils-riualds to work at the
James Gray has returned to work
have arrived in Maine for the sum her duties as telephone operator in
The roadways on the eastern and
B0C70N GLOBE.
THOKNDIKE HOTEL.
49-tf
Rockland, Maine
in Ci bb 1.
He has been away sev northern sides of the shed were flood
mer.
Bost n.
She will come to Thomas
WANTED—IO head of cattle to pasture
eral weeks on account of finger in ed during the storm of last Satur
Judge Miles, after making some
ton with a friend.
P. M BPRGE8S. Vnlon. Me
49 54
jury receive at home.
repairs will occupy the Overlock
day.
'Fred Bucklin and family arc at
WANTED—At Martin's Poinl, Friendship.
A Rockland quarry crew is operat
house on Knox street which re home from Port Arthur, Texas, for
Goggles are being tried out hy tho Me., lime Full until Sept. 15th. competent
Lost and Found'
ing the deep qyarry in Rockport: kiln crews. “Steaming-up” ssejns to girl for general work.
cently came into his possession.
Good cook
No
a few days stay.
tVsges |13 pit week.
Best of
LOST—Pocketbook Friday night on Sea
John llall. Fred Winslow,
Ray be the main ditficulty experienced so laundry.
William Whitney came on from
5
‘
At
the
Sigh
Fred Post, who shot Mrs. Sybil
references required
MRS E. S MAYO.
>rth National Bank Genthner, Olin (Truthful Lem) Pay- far.
Rutherford, N. J., Thursday to at Hamilton last fall in North White49-51
214 Culver Koad. Rochester. N. Y.
51 -It
son, Everett Chapman. John Koski.
tend his brother Ralph’s funeral. field was brought to prison today
The first week's production of kilns
WANTED—Salesman with ability to tie
LOST
—
Wednesday
night,
cat,
nuiltcse
with
The
steam
shovel
made
the
journey
He returned home the same day.
Married whhte breast.
(Reward
Return to 68
was: No. 2. 1054: No. 4, 124214. The come manager in this territory.
from
Lincoln pounty where he
from the hard rock to the crusher
man preferred who has done house to house OLIVER ST.
*\Ir. anti Mrs. .Herbert Lewis have pleaded guilty, sentence 10 to 20
Tel.
329-13.
50*52
light drawing rule for the first wetk selling.
Must he alive, wide awake, will
last week under the guidance of Le
returned from Melrose, Mass., where years.
LOST—Pocketbook between Knight Bros..
ing to work hard and aide tn handle men
roy Ulmer as engineer, with Elmer prevailed.
they have spent tty? winter.
.
Reward. Leave
Permanent
position, salary, commission and Store and 41 Pleasant St.
Emerson
Watts
ari
Mr. and Mrs.
The
kiln
crews
are:
No.
2,
Charles
at
DYER’S GARAGE_____________ 49-51
Kalloch as firemanIt is to be used
bonus to tlie rtglit man. Write for aiqiointMiss Cora Jones of Waldoboro was rived yesterday from Everett, Mass I
ESTABLISHED
1954
Rohi.-haw,
Melvin
Drinkwater.
Albert
meiii,
giving
reference
and
full
Information
to load cars from the overrun of
LOST—On road. Bath to Edgeeoini), large
a recent guest of Mrs. Alma Spear. They were acc •mpanied by George j
Brackett; No. 4, Joseph Vasso, John to G E. MEAKS. T Bunker Street, Rockland brown fiberboard suitcase marked B. \Y. F.t
bins from the chutes.
Donald George has sold his sloop Simmons.
51) 52
containing personal property belonging to
Kowinsky,
George
Merrithew.
■Preparations for the renewal of
Ogaluba to John Alden of Boston.
We eercally invite accounts, large or small,
Stimpson '
WANTED—Two lable girls at tlie THOKX B W. FARNHAM. K. FD 2. Belfast, Maine.
today
Basebal
Charles Seavey and Thomas Loth51-53
operation x of Blackington
Farm
Adelbert Benner will start deliv grounds. Thomaston
Lincoln I
DIKE HOTEL._________ __________ ll ’l' . Reward.
feeling that relations once established will
Quarry 4 are nearly completed. rop who have been trimming at the
ering freight from the Boston boat Academy.
FOUND—A Better Kerosene—Lusterlite.
WANTED—Crockaters on
infants
cans
Pumping operation began this week Point this winter, arrived in on the MRS. LAWRENCE HAHN. Tliomaston. Me You can have it delivered in 5-gal. lots to
at Rockland to towns in Lincoln
Baptist
become permanently agreeable and mutually
your home anywhere in Rockland free.
For
Tel. 11-3.
__________ 4H51
by a 50 h. p. motor.
It is esti 14th for the season.
County Tuesday.
service call MOODY’S, 455-M.
1-tf
j). m.
Ch
a. m. and
Operation at this plant began April
WANTED—At once woman lo work In
mated
it
will
take
about
a
week
of
The Beta Alpha 'Club will meet will be th preacher at
profitable.
REAL LVXPH. Myrtle SL 47-tf
day and night pumping to clear the 10, with two kilns. Nos. 2 and 4, on kitchen
with Mrs. Leona Starrett Monday TI
church s *hool
WANTED—Man on a farm to drive team
hard roek. bast year operation be
I quarry of water.
To Let
evening.
There is work for the
at once. Steady job for a good man
J D
gan April S and closed Nov. 10.
alms house.
Lime Rock Railroad
Limited U. S. Depository
PEASE. Hope.
____ 41' 54
TO LET—Tenement at 17 Gay St.
TEL.
James Dudley and Daniel Lunt
Through the agency of James H.
The shop yard and approaches
50-52
WANTED Plain cook for Ihe season at 73T-M.
have
gone
on
as
jobbers,
after
a
win

Feyler the William Whitney house
Member
Federal
Reserve
Bank
summer
hume
on
Vinalhaven.
WM
H
have been graded with No. 1 chips
A.I
TO LET—Furnished roonfu: also board if
11
North St., Newtonville, desired.
on Beech woods street has been sold
17 WATER STREET.
50 52
and present a very neat and at ter's sojourn at Squirrel eamp on GRAFFAM.
Mass.
43’54
Mjnr
e
Island,
where
they
went
whin
to Fred Burnham.
tractive appearance.
TO LET—Three unfurnished rooms suit
WANTED—Man to sell imulf-to measure
lllalver Whitney of Hartland at
Call at 16
s
The electricians decided that the the kii.is sin pended l ist November. clothing direct to wearer. SCOTT SYSTEM able for lighthousekeeping.
BROAD ST., or Phone 741 M.
49*51
tended the funeral ol' his broth< :
change of pole near damp track Mr. bunt lost his large power boat - Wholesale Tailors. 99 Bedford St . Bos
Ralph Whitney Thursday.
TO LET-One furnished front room
10
M-42-53
would c.aus ‘ an undesirable sag in during the winter, it having gone ton.
PLEASANT ST.
47*52
The winter’s accumulati »n of rood
WANTED—III.usel.i-e|ar In family of Ilpi wer lines, so the i»ole will remain adrift sind smash, il on the shore ilitrhas been cleaned off the pavement
one willing to go in country: work easy,
TO LET—Furnished apartment, hot and
g a heavy blow.
where it is.
The tra k will be bro
goml home for the right iwrson.
C. C. cold water, electric lights, gas and bath. Rent
M the corner. Thanks Mr. Road
ken at that }>oint when it becomes
Grech
Hydrate Mills
CHILDS, telephone 11-21, Vnlon
41 tf
reasonable. Apply at 47 North Main Street.
Commissioner.
FLOYD L. SHAW.
48-tf ,
necessary to move it.
Kimball
Grover Knight has left to take a
WANTED—At all times Shaggy cats and
iMiss Gladys Long is to be congrat
kittens.
Highest
prices
paid.
TEL
352-14.
TO LET—3 furnished rooms, light house
Gregory
position on a steam yacht.
ulated on the winning of a prize of
keeping. Modern conveniences. For adults
Edward Eaton has returned to the JOHN S RANLETT, Rockville, Me. 31-tf
CAMDEN
John Flagg, trimmer, has returned
$20 in gold in a book c/»ver design
on’.v
MILTON M. GRIFFIN, 25 Ocean Kt.
Snow
yard,
where
he
is
employed
Tel.
373-M
48-tf
to
his
former
location
at
the
Point.
contest put on by the Baltimore Art
dining
the
summitscison.
For
Sale
d
met
Louis
Ferrera
returned
Wednesday
A
special
Club.
Mias Long's subject was
TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, stoves,
A new automatic feed control has
and musical instruments or anything that
for May 3 to
from a trip to Haverhill. Mass-,
“Scenes of Venetia.’
FOR SALE—Household furniture.
requires a dry, clean room
Terms rea
t ,r s;
wlnre he has been visiting relatives, bi n added to separat- r No. 1. This SMYTHE, Warrenton St. Ukmove.
Mrs. Ally no Peabody has as a guest raising more
sonable.
FLYE’S GARAGE, 221 Main St.,
is is ail cli-tri -al device, and has been
.jade has th? Ma
while his kiln was out.
The Board
40-tf
Mrs. Elizabeth Nelson of Portland.
FOR SALE Crib and baby yard, tricycle Rockland
L-ted and i . adv t bi
coaster; also vacuum cleaner.
55 MA
For the week ending April 12. No. put in no thirty days' trial.
Elkanah E. Boynton of Camden Cliff « ross ( •
TO LET—Small apartment at 20V2 Elm St.,
ROCKLAND
SAVINGS
BANK
.SONIC
ST.
Tel
178
R.
50-52
the one blown down j
5 kiln kept its place at the top with
witli all modern conveniences.
Will be va-‘
has bought the remainder of the set up in pla
Rockport
FOR SALE—Tlie M .1. Hili farm, better cant after April 7
MRS C E. HECKago. A little more
r». No. i
stock of goods from <1. II. Gardiner several montl
Elihu l.irrailiie is working in the known
as
the
F
K.
Mattiliews
farm,
in
War

BERT.
Roeklanil
Hair
Store,
336
Main St.,
ROCKLAND, - - • MAINE
with 1056: the others were: 1, 1030%, cooper shop.
money is nect .ary to pay the costs
and will remove them to Camden.
ren. on tlie Union road.
House, woodshed over Carini’a Fruit Store.
41-tf
4. 1029; 7, 1051% ; 11, 96S.
30
Mr. ami Mrs. Carleton Hammond of the project nd should be banded |
Spiles have arrived for repairing and stable connected, also large barn.
tons of bay. farming tools, wagons, sled, etc,
and child of Augusta are guests of to John Tewksbury.
Point
tin- wharf at tile pets shed.
40 acres tillage. 22 acres pasture, 34 acres
Office Hours, 9 to 3
Miscellaneous
The Camden Farmers’ Union has
Mrs. Hammond’s parents, l)r. and
340 apple trees.
This
William Price has resumed his for woodlot. all join.
Soft rock went on No. 3 kiln Sat
bought the old Episcopal church
p
’
aee
will
be
sold
at
a
bargain
on
very
easy
Mrs. B. H. Kellar.
mer job as first assLstant to Rufie.
urday.
STATE ROAD FARM; $600 CASH $2500
terms. L W. BENNER, Real Estate Dealer,
Miss Cora Russell, who has spent building.
House: Furniture and Horse, cows, hog,
Alvenus Cross of the Pet Kilns No 2 No. Main St
Guy Haraden is operating the
Saturdays,
9
to 1 2
30-52
poultry,
dog, crops, implements, tools; splen
A
big
benefit
ball
for
the
benefit
of
several months in Hyde Park. Mass.,
heading machine in the cooper ship. has quit and is working for the Bry
FOR SALE—Auto player j»’ann.
Good didly adapted tea room ; 15 acres snort walk.
guest of Mrs. Alida Keene, has re the baseball team is planned by the I
condition.
Very reasonable.
Call TELE RR. village and river; level loamy soil,
’The loading platform on the wharf ant Co.
Camden Athletic Club for the middle
50-52
turned home.
spring-watered pasture, woodland, fruit; at
Fred Robinson is working with the PHONE 826.
Safety Deposit Boxes to Rent
has been put in first-class condition.
tractive 7-room house, shade, porch, running
'The funeral of Ralph G. Whitney of Mav._
FOR SALE 50 H. P Eric engine, c\t v!
Charles Seavey and Thomas Loth Walsh crew on the tenement building.
water. 40-ft. barn, jwiultry house, ice house,
The following were elected as offilent
condition,
with
good
locomotive
type
was held Thurstlay afternoon from
good.
Other business interests force
George Auspland has quit the lime iKfller. tin-' steamers on green slat-s.
rop, trimmers, have gone to the FiveAll all
his late home on Main street.. Rev. ce; s for the Megunticook for the year
only $«’<»« cash.
Details
industry, and is driving team for littings
| kilns.
Good trade R. W. Bl’ZZELL ( O . sacrifice
page 29 big Illus Bargain Catalog money
Editor-in-chief. Mabel
J. M. Ratcliff of Rocklond was the 1924-1925:
Rockport, Me.
______ .»U*->2
| Arthur Marks has taken the place Ralph Ruxzell.
making
farms,
best
sections
United
States
assistant
editor-in-chief.
officiating clergyman.
The bearers Libby;
STROUT FARM AGENCY,
vacated hy John Kuw in ski, who went
FOR SALE—Whitney stroller: also nur Copy fr.e.
Thi shed roof at No. 9 kiln lias
were C. C. M< Donald. Elkanah E. Charles Dwinal; business manager*
Ulhiix;
Old
South
Bidg
,
Boston;
Mass.
VINALHAVEN
sery
ehair
in
A-l
condition.
10
COTTAGE
PORT CLYDE
to the Five-kilns.
**
been fixed so as to eliminate danger
51-It
Merton Ames; assistant business
St., City.__________________________<»-31
Boynton, WlnfH I B ■ kej
i' ■
hazard from rock falling from cars.
air. and Mrs. H- I,. Ingerson of | At the closfc* of the regular meeting
Elliot, Paul Stevens and Allyne manager. Robert Selegar; art editor.
FOR SALE—9-rooni house; hot water heat,
$100 A WEEK.
MAN WANTED WITH
Tony Cross is on No. 5 kiln, takCharles
Ilrann
has
been
off
the
job
cement cellar: modern improvements; large AMBITION industry and small capital. You
Peabody.
There was a large at Doris Quinn; assistant art editor. Boston who have been visiting Mr. of the ladies of the G. A. R. Friday ' ing the place of Louie* Peterson,
for ten days. He has been in the garden. New grocery business well stocked. can make above amount or more, distributing
Natalie Regintr; alumni editor, Clif
tendance.
Ingerson's parents. Mr. and Mrs. J.’ evening the following committed i who 'bought the Park Place pool woods milling iumliir for his new M. G. GURNEY. 3 Park St. Camden 47-tf
Rawkigh’s quality Products to steady Con
Yeaton P../.Jin.^des in a new ford Burkett; boys’ athletic editor. W. lngerson. returned home Monday. |
sumers in this locality.
We teach and help
! roomFOR SALE OR TO LET—ti room new tnm- you do a big business and make more money
house which lie is to build on West
Rdbert
Gerrish;
girls
’
athletic
editor.
’
served
luncheon:
Chaiiman,
Mrs.
Bulck, ar Jah ly .acquired through
(Benjamin Clough of Thomaston
galow at 387 Broadway
All intodern, than you ever made 'before.
Mrs. Vesta Simmons and daughter Il’rank Jones, assisted by Mrs. Wil
Give age,
street.
Genevieve
Jones;
class
of
’
25,
Inez
Broadway.
garage.
I. BELIAWSKY, 385
Rockland Motor Mart.
occupation, references.
W T. RAWLEfyiU
Dor ithy were in Rockland Wednes liam Williams and Mrs. Aubrey came on as trimmer the 14th. . He
47 tf
Tel. 958-W.______________________________
z yffhe usual monthly service will be Leach; class Of ’26. Charles Hooper;
CO., Dept. 1619, FreeiMirt, Ill.
has been trimming for Creighton for
day of I
,
Ames.
'
FOR SALE Gladioli Bulbs, large size,
held at the Congregational chur. h class of ’27. Michael Aric
the past few years.
Frank Marshall spent Sunday in
EQUIPPED FARM ONLY $1100. 59 ACRES
fancy bulbs, any color or mixed, 60c l>er
Miss Cleo Drew was in Rockland
Sunday’ evening.
Service to be fol ’28, Tilson Thomas.
Walter Dudley, who has been in
from
'
"'
ilomak
with
relatives,
dozen.
Sweet pea planus in pots 60c per doz NEAR CITY—-Many advantages this pros
Friday to visit her mother, Mrs. Viv the woods during the winter, arrived
Miss Julia Annis is home
perous
section, dose city and Bay; nearlylowed by refreshments and music in
Iceberg
Lettuce
plants,
15c
per
dozen.
L
eek's
i,-ss Thelma Pease of Boston 4s a ian Drew, who is convalescing- at
level loamy tillage, spring-watered pasture,
Needham. Mass., to spend a week
’s
E ( LARK. Tel. 864-K._
__ 48-tf
the vestry.
in last week.
He goes on as jobber
guest of her cousin William Peasewoodland
; 100 apple trees, grapes; li-ruom
Knox Hospital, where she recently and spare kiln man.
FOR SALE Tv,.. piar bfd
Milking douse, barn, poultry house.
Miss Lena Caldwell of Portland is vacation with her parents, Mr. and
Price itnly
Mrs. b. A. Thompson and son Wal
Shorthorn hull calves.
Meadowbrook and $1100 anJ lo settle quickly horse, cow, Im
underwent an operation for appen
Mrs. Hiram R. Annis.
the guest of Miss Helen Carr.
Point
Kiln
No.
One:
week
of
April
lace who spent the winter with Mrs.
Bondhurst breeding Federal inspected.
II. plements, tools Included. BUY C. FISH, I (>.
Mr. and Mrs. A. V. Elmore leave
dicitis. She was accompanied by her 12. 1473; week of April 19, 1502%:
/Miss Alice Collamore was operated
E. & A A. MILLER, Waldoboro, Maine
Thompson’s daughter Lena in Bris
0. F Bldg.. Belfast. Maine.
49-51
grandmother, Mrs. Frank Colson.
49*54
upon Friday for appendicitis.
i tomorrow for a few days in Boston.
by Tony Delmonico, F. Townsend,
tol. Conn., arrived home last week.
Funeral services for William H.
Marguerite Chapter. O. E. S., was L. Stanley.
PAGE'S
TRANSFER
A
STORAGE
CO.—,
‘Rev. Mr. and Mrs. Atwood have ar
FOR SALE—Choh e Mixed Dahlia B ribs,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Iirown and
$1 per dozen postpaid
MRS. .1. W. SAY- Wauls a load ot furniture front Rockland
rived in town. He is the newly ap» ; Hemenway were held Friday after three children of Portland are guests well attend d Monday night. Lunch
Hard rock, running good, together
Belfast
or
I'aiiHlen
to
Waterville
on
a
tel
WARD, Union. Me.
_ __
pointed pastor of the M. E. church noon at 2 o’clock, at the undertaking of Mrs. Brown's parents. Mr. and eon was served at the close of the witli expert team work on the part,
turn trip
If it ran lie done at lily con
FOR
SALE
—
Kineo parlor stove.
Largest venience within ten days or two weeks, very
•
K>ms
of
P.
JG<
"'llbv.
11.
I.
Holt
regular
meeting
hy
the
following
and will preach Sunday.
of the crew, made the above produc
Mrs. Selden Davis
size
Good as new.
HARRY FLINT, 262 reasonable rates can be bad
If we take
committee: Mrs. H. W. Fifi Id, Mrs. tion figures possible.
The pupils of the publi • schools was the officiating clergyman.
It establishes
Main St.
47-tf
tlie job wc imy f'» a telephone call.
12
E.
M.
Hall.
Mrs.
O.
C.
Lane,
Mrs.
L.
are having a medical inspection.
I
HARLES
ST
,
Waterville,
Me.
Tel 920
a new high record for the plant for
FOR SALE House In tamden. with all
Greeley's
Jazz
Band
gives
a
dance
in
R
Smith
and
Mrs.
Charles
Chilles.
49-51
NORTH HAVEN
this class of kilns.
It was a lot of
modern improvements, stable and garage, or 105.
George Allen, night engineer at
Mr. and Mrs. Miles Sawyer have
slate roof on all buildings.
Gall after
LADIES—R. Hable stock of hair goods at
the prison will move his family into I Kimball hall. Rockland, tonight.—ad.
5.311.
MBS
\Y
F.
DRINKWATEIt.
39
till- Rockland Hair Store. 3311 Main St Mail |
North Haven Grange celebrated it3 been visiting relatives and friends in
Miss Evelyn Young's, house on Green
Every issue of The Courier-GaMountain St., Camden, Me.
Tel. S5-.».
orders solicited.
HELEN C. RHODES.
Rockland and Camden the past w ek.
FLOWERS SOON FADE
47-58
1-tf
street as soon as it is vacated by i ze^e is
js a salesman, visiting thre< 15th anniversary Wednesday by a
Samuel
Freedman
returned
Thurs

•the
only
memorial
that
endures
is
a
fine
banquet
and
the
following
pro

cheap.
FOR
SALE
—
Small
gas
beater,
Fred Burnham’s family.
I times a week the homes of this viNEW
AND
SECOND
HAND
SHOES.
Cloth

42 tt
sen ted by Lecturer Lloyd F. day from Knox Hospital.
I lit BIER GAZETTE OFFIt'K.
'carefully built
ing. Crockery, and Household Goods Bought
| einity and soliciting business for its
p
~
«\nni
Rev. J. W. Strout of the C
The Barton families who have been
(
MONUMENT OR HEADSTONE
I Crockett: Song iby Grange, Anni
and
Sold.
C
T.
BRAGG.
Rankin
Block
FOR SALE The steam healing plant used
gational church has been at
advertisers.
8-tf
includes radiators and culls.
versay Song:” reading. Nettie E. occupying the home of Mr. and Mrs.
If you are thinking of j cf granite or marble that retains its inSoldourasoldIs olflee
ur taken down. THE COVRIERB. Vinal this winter, have return
SNOWMAN. TEL. S72-R does all kinds of I
: beauty and withstands time and the
j Beverage; history of the Grange,
GAZFTTE.
42-tf
Painting, why not let me ‘elements.
Trucking and Moving
ll*tf
Alice E. Sampson; song. O'd Ken- ed lo Granite Island.
FOR SALE- 5 draft horses-we are now
Miss Lottie >Sawyer of Rockland is
PAPER HANGING AND PAINTING—For
Hu ky Home: farce, “Cranberry Corlook your job over. Prices ! We give careful attention to distinct using
aiitu trucks and must dispose of linrses such work call 349-M Rockland.
C. C.
' ners," I.li yd and Raymond Crockett; in town for a few weeks.
legible lettering.
ai once
H IL STOVER ti CO , Rockland. JOHNSTON. Ill Pieman: St. .
49*60
A
The subject of the lesson sermon i right and work satisfactory. ; See our designs and note our reas Me.
' song. "Jingle Bells;” recitation. Edith
PICTURE FRAMING—Saws sharpened, all
Beverage: story, I,. C. Foss; reading, at the Christian Science service Sun
onable estimates.
FOR SALE Second hand Brunswick Cabi
or shop carpenter work promptly and
net Phonograph: 2 Cornets; 1 Bass Drum; 1 kinds
Mrs. Isadore Young; solo, Mrs. b. day will be, "Probation after Death.’’
ARTHUR C. REED
carefully
done
EDWIN II. -MAXCY; over
Flat Back Mandolin. STl'DLEY INC.. Music Payson’s store,
FRED S. MARCH TrcKt1 Dept.,
jC. Foss; readiug. Nellie Beverage:
at fhe Brook.
Emery J. Hopkins
Rockland
3tl-tf
3 SCOTT ST., - - ROCKLAND
'ie Ration, Carrie Parsons;
duet,
’ The New Monumental Warerooms
Emery J. Hopkins died at his home
FOR SALE—Gardner bouse. Beech Street:
48«S54
Park St., Cor. Brick.
ROCKLAND
Frank Sampson and Neal Burgess:
Stover house. Limerock St.; 3 houses at
Eggs and Chicks
Sunday
at
the
advanced
age
of
90
i iiling. Jennie Beverage; song,
Southend Nice house with Improvements at
Northend 55 acre farm with plenty nt wood
, -River of Time;” monologue. "An years, and in nis death Vinalhaven
$151111 I.ohg list of other good trades ROB
Aspiring Dishwasher,” Ethel Whit loses one of its oldest and moat reERT COLLINS. Real Estate, 373 Main si.
Personal examination of the new Apper more; song, "Beautiful Golden Some spected citizens. In his younger days
34-tf
Mr. Hopkins followed the sea and
where.
”
FOR SALE—Burpee'S Furniture Polish
son Permanent Top will giv you a new .Mrs. Lillian Dorr is visiting her afterward did farming also much
t'sed in Rockland for sixty years.
Large
painting on the summer cottages at
bottle t»0c : small bottle 30c. BI'I^’EE Fl'Runderstanding of the vast difference be son EdgarNITl'BE
COMPANY.
1-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Willard I-add. Mr. North Haven and Vinalhaven. He
tween ordinary so-called permanent tops anil Mrs. Augustus Whitmore and waa a man of genial disposition, had
Summer Cottages and Board
daughter Clara arrived home Sunday. a remarkable memory and was a
andthisdistinctive Apperson improvement. Henbert Parsons went to Camden great reader, keeping posted on all
FOR” SALE—M.v Standard Eight Touring
Car at a bargain.
In fine condition.
Run
They enjoyed their t’.. topics of the day. Mr. Hopkins
FOR SALE R I. Red. Plynmutl: Rocl’f, j
It will last throughout the life of the car after them.
S6IMI
miles
DR. R. \V. BK’KEORD. 420
was
the
oldest
Mason
in
the
State,
winter in Florida very much.
Whi.e Wyandotte pullets.
Prices reasoit-1
Main
St.',
Rockland.
51
-tf
and
belonged
to
Amity
Lodge,
Cam

p'o’e
All laying.
IXO8 INGRAHAM, I
—always rigid, without rattle, and maniFOR SALE—Summer cottage lots_ at In Rockpoort. Me.
den. He was the youngest of a fami
51-53.
graham Hill, price $190 and $15U.. Also
ly of ten children, and was very
taining its original beauty. Side curtains,
summer cottage to let, 6 rooms, electric
FOR SALE—30 kens. 11 months old, nil 1
lights, city water, 5 minutes to electric laying. $1 25 each.
active for one of his age. He is surR. I Red and White
cars; prlc * $259 for season.
G. A. TARR. Wyandottea.
individually fitted to each top and body,
J. G. PHELPS, Land Sale.
vived by nine children— John 1’. ot
Rockland. Me.
Box 245
_____ 47-tf
51*lt
Boston. William S.» Arthur. Edga-r
always stay straight in line, providing
EGOS FOR HATCHING—From Mammoth
COTTAGE AT
CRESCENT
BEACH Ti,
and Albert of North Haven. Vinal R.
rent fnr the summer: has live sleeping rooms Light Brahmas, $1.59 per setting of 13 eggs. •
♦1 of Vinalhaven, Mrs. Henry Carver of
closed car comfort under extreme weather
[apperson
and large living room, with tireplaee. line G M. SNOW. Spruce Head. Maine. 49*51
Malden, Mass., Airs. LaFon .-t Calkitchen.
Every room furnished.
Fine well
FOR SALE—R
I
R. Eggs from good
of water.
E. B HA8TLNGB.
45-tf
conditions.
derwood and Mrs. Lottie Dyer of
layers for hatching, $1 setting.
W. E.
North Haven. He is also survived b.v
WHITNEY.
Rockport.
Me.
49*51
SELL OR RENT-Summer
cottage
at
16 grandchildren and eight great
Ple-asant Beach, South Thomaston
Beau
WHITE WYANDOTTE EGGS, from
setiful location.
Cottage c.mfortabh’ anti Iccted stock $1 per setting.
This is only one of the many exclusive
MRS JAME
grandchildren, lie recently visited
well equipped for at least six persona. Good SON. 68 Camden Street.
46*51
North Haven to see his great grand
garage
ENSIGN OTIS, Rockland. Me.
features built into this good automobile,
EGGS—Thoroughbred White W.vandottes;
son, named for him—Emery, son of
also Black Decoy Ducks.
$1.09 per setting;
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Hopkins. During
and again marks Apperson as a leader in
.1 M. BARTLETT. South Thomaston
Tel.
his illness he was cared for by his
387-4.
42-tf
Used Cars
advanced construction.
daughter, Mrs. LaForr. st CalderCOLE SEDAN. DODGE SEDAN.
LATE
wood and housekeeper. Mrs. Edna
1922 Revere Touring Sport Model, 2 Max
Murch. Services were held at the»
well
Touring.
2.
91
Overlands.
STEVENS
OU can lay Johns-Manville Flexstone Asbes
GARAGE, 57 Pacific St. Tel. 563-R.
home Tuesday, Rev. M. G. D nry of
C. O. HARADEN
tos Shingles right over the old roof— at a
51-56
North Haven officiating. All of the
great saving. You don’t have to pay to have the
FOR SALE—DODGE TOURING CAR in
children were present. The floral of
and
old shingles torn off and carted away. And you
Al shape.
Been run less than 5999 mi’es.
ferings were .beautiful, silent tributes
HARRY
FLINT. 262 Main St._______ 47-tf
have a beautiful, fire-safe and permanent roof
All
of love a«nd esteem. Interment was
FOR
SALE
—
Ford Coupe. 1923. up-to-date.
in a much shorter time.
OF ALL KINDS
made in Calderwood cemetery, the
Pure
Can he seen at FLYE’S GARAGE.__ 49*51__
Flexstone Shingles are all mineral from top to
bearers being Masonic brothers of
FOR
SALE
—
FORD
TOURING
CAR
In
Food
Maine Wholesale Representative for
Moses Webster Lodge, C. S. Staples,
bottom, and should not be confused with ordinary
good repair, 3 new tires, 2 on rear and
spare, bargain.
Reason for selling dis
rag-felt shingles, which although slightly cheaper
OVER SIXTY-EIGHT YEARS OF SUCCESS G'.oi’ge Lewis, Henry Duncan, J. O.
Apperson Motors, Inc.
ability to operate
EDWARD SEAVEY, 19
in price can never have the permanence and
• Whenever my children have colds Brown, Herman Crockett and Phillip
Hyler
St..
Thomaston.
46*51
Asbestos Roll
Will Go Anywhere
fire-safety that go with asbestos.
Direct Factory Branch
or are run-down I give them Father Brown.
^Roofing tool
Flexstone Shingles are slate-surfaced inartistic
John’s Medicine and it never fails to
Telephones 156-M or 629-J
We recommend this
bring them right back to health."
tones of red, green and blue-black—whichever
Take a jeu) minutes today,
especially
for
garages,
(Signed) Mrs. Arthur T. Hall, Hazel
ROCKLAND
234 Limerock St.,
you prefer.
sheds, hen-houses,
St.. Uxbridge. Mass.
No girl i.s pretty if her eyes are red.
49-tf
We carry a roofing to fit every price require
etc., where you want
strained or have dark rings. Simple
ment although wc recommend asbestos for
fire-safety and per*
w.
P.
STRONG
camphor, witehhazel. etc., as mixed
tnanence at lowest
practically every purpose.
n In Feeble Old Ape
WATCHMAKER AND JEWELER
in Lavoptik eye wash, keeps eyes
possible cost.'
Write, call or telephone.
FRANK H. INGRAHAM
WALL PAPER
healthy, sparkling and vivacious.
Dainty eye cup free. C. II. Moor &
Attorney At Law
ELECTRIC
LAMPS
AND
Co.. Druggists.
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PAINT UP!

There is no
Better Top

The
Greatest
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Builder

1 Til

This house
has been re-roofed
for the last time

Father
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and examine styles.
If you already have
a plate tiring it ill and let us prinl yon cards
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u, latest size.
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PAPER HANGING
KALSOMINING
PROMPT SERVICE

I

THE HELP YOU WANT FOR
HOUSE CLEANING

SenJ it

PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY

Yes,

Itfs a Kineo

Made at Bangor, Me.

f

F. STUDLEY INC.

PERFECT WORKMANSHIP

We have the Best PROPOSITION in town for HOUSE PAINTS

RUBENSTEIN BROS.

MOVING

Girls! Have Pretty Eyes

PAINTING
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TRUCKING
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OUR MUSICAL NOTES

The remains of Mrs. Ellen Geddes
Rockland is to have a rare treat
Fisk, who died suddenly at the home
of her daughter, Miss Louise Geddes in the con ert featuring Erwin
Un addition to personal notes recording ,
jSp&rtures and arrivals, the department j
Fisk, in Boston, Wednesday, were Nyiregyhazi, the Hungarian pianist,
Specially desires information of social bapenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent
brought to this fity, and funeral ser on May 5, for already this young
vy mail or telephones will be gladly received. |
vices were held yesterday afternoon at man is one of the sensations 'before
TLEPHONE ...................................... 771-770
fhe home of her sister-in-law, Mrs: the public. Mr. Chapman has made
Our Store Must Be Absolutely Clear of Goods
A. H. Jones, of Talbot avenue. The an extra effort to secure this talented
-ilaynard S. Bird sailed' Wednesday
by the First of the Month. The stock is not yet
Methebesee Club and Golden Rod
7t>m New York on the French lintr
pianist lor a tour through Maine,
Chapter, O. E. S., attended in a body,
gr-isi, with a tour of several Eurohalf gone, and—
and undoubtedly the attendance in
and many other friends were present.
ean countries in prospect.
this city at least will be a capacity
Love for the deceased and sympathy
house. Unfortunately I did not hear
for the surviving relatives found
/Mrs. Flora Spear has been visiting
this young pianist at the Festival last
beautiful expression in the floral
liss Edna Wheeler in Portland this
•fall, hut have talked with several
tributes. Rev. J. B. Pitcher, rector
reek.
who did hear him. and each pro
of St. Peter’s Episcopal church offici
at the best price we can get. Come in and make
nounced him a wonder.
ated.
The
bearers
were
Asa
P.
St.
Mrs. Victor Atwood and son Burr
* * * ♦
an offer for that Suit, Shirt, or whatever you
Clair, Robert V. Stevenson and Frank
ave returned from Brewer, where
To
quote
from
a review; It is
A.
Maxey
of
the
Past
Matrons'
and
Qey spent Easter with het- mother,
need.
Patrons’ Association and William D. always dangerous to use such a word
Burr.
Talbot. The remains were placed as ‘’genius’’ carelessly, but in the
beside those of her husband, the late cg^e of Nyircgyhazi the title cannot
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph F. Jaseph left
A technical and tem
William H. Fisk, in the Fisk family be avoided.
'riday morning for their home in
peramental giant while still in his
lot in Achorn cemetery.
it-chhurg, Mass.
They were acSo passes a devoted woman. Whose teens, this extraordinary youth ac
ompanied by G. A. Ames who goes
usefulness in the community found its tually played the piano at the age of
i Boston to see his sister Izittie Fulexpression in a vocation at which she two, and performed the Beethoven
404 MAIN STREET.
1-. ' Mr. and Mrs. Jaseph will return
ROCKLAND
had few equals; and whose social C minor concerto with orchestra at
iter and occupy for the summer a
characteristics were of such a nature five- ' He developed the gift of com
\>use on Ocean avenue, Ingraham
that she was loved and admired hy position from his sixth year and is
Mil.
all who came within the sphere of her already represented .by a remarkable
influence. Her faculty for making volume of published works.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles M. RichardBeginning his studies as a mere
friends wherever she went was strik
in and Miss Bernice Richardson reingly shown by her during her visit of 'baiby, with the leading virtuoso of
GRAY-GOFF WEDDING
irned Thurstlay from a motor trip Horner;” Carl Phllbrook, "Clown:"
Nathalie Jones, “Bed Riding Hood;' Miss
Theresa
Mercedes
G-off, the past winter in Boston. Acquaint his native Buda-Pesth, Nyircgyhazi
■ Boston.
Alzada North, “Daffey Down Dilly;” daughter of Mrs. Mary Farrell Goff ances, not to mention friends, do not soon became the pupil of the world
Gertrude Blackington. ‘Miss Muffet; ” of Lewiston, and Neil Stanley Gray, come easily in the large centers, but renowned Erno Dohnanyi, who wise
Mrs. Fisk had been with her daugh-. ly allowed his unique abilities the
.Walter W. Spaulding and family, Margaret Pinkham, "Mistress Mary;" son of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Penrose
Practicing, in the ac
ter only a few weeks before it seemed freest rein.
Iho have be'-n guests of Mr. and Eltanor Tibbetts. “Rose Fairy” and Gray of Warren, were married in
that she knew everybody in the cepted sense of the term, has never
(rs. E. E. Simmons, have returned Ruth Hanscom, "Queen of Hearts.” Lewiston Thursday morning at 8
Games were played and refreshments o’clock.
The ceremony was per neighborhood, and when she had a •been necessary for this instinctive
, Boston.
He mem
were served.
formed by Rev. Fr. Michael F. Drain brief spell of illness these new found master of the keyboard.
friends showed their sympathy with orizes a composition hy simply read
at th.: Holy Cross Church Rectory.
Mrs. Walter J. Fernald has returnCapt. and Mrs. Nils Nelson re
The bride was exquisitely attired gifts of flowers, and by making many ing it through two or three times.
I to her home on Orient street. aft< r
His technique is one of the amazing
ceived
a
telegram
yesterday
from
in
cocoa brown fiat crepe with finish inquiries as to her welfare.
ulergoing a minor operation at
The final illness was of only a few phenomena of the modern musical
Springfield.
Mass,
announcing
that
ings
of
coi»tl
and
steel
beads.
Her
nox Hospital.
In an age when digital pro
their daughter. Miss Nora Nelson, flowers were Opehlia roses.
Miss hours’ duration. Mrs. Fisk had re-, world.
tired in her usual l.appy spirits. She ficiency is taken as a matter-ofwho
is
a
student
in
the
commercial
Marguerite
Moriarty
of
Lewiston,
There will he an auction and Mah
awoke at 2. suffering, and three hours course, he still astounds even his
ong patty at the Copper Kettle department at Bay Patli Institute 'bridesmaid, was attractive in cocoa j later, the final chapter of her busy mature rivals -with breath-taking
prch Tuesday afternoon April 29. had passed the recent tests witn brown satin and she wore sweet peas. life had been written.
feats of skill.
An unusually large
11 those desiring to play Map Jong honor, and took the highest rank tn Edward T. Goff, a brother of the
Mrs. Fisk was born in Florence right hind, comparable to that of
Miss Nelgon'ssfrlends bride, was .best man. The bride’s gift
lease communicate with Mrs. Wll- her division.
Court, Dumdruff, in the north of Ire Liszt himself, is partly responsible
|im Bird before Monday afternoon. here will be greatly pleased to hear from the bridegroom was a gold ring land, April 30, 1857, and was of for this condition, for Nyircgyhazi
of her success, and the news was and she in turn gave Miss Moriarty a
I
----- Scotch-English parentage.
At the can stretch four notes ibeyond the
'The Radies’ Aid of the Littlefield naturally very gratifying to hey par necklace. The bridegroom gave the age of 16 she learned the dress octave, and plays passages in tenths
best man a platinum and diamond
erporinl churoh have elected these ents.
making trade, at which she worked with ease.
But the playing of this
scarf pin.
fleers for the ensuing year: PresiMrs. Mary Adams went yesterd ly
A reception was held immediately two years before coming to this coun young genius is hy no means all
nt, Mrs. Jert Farnham; vice presitry.
technique and pyrotechnic virtuo
nt, Mrs. O. W. Stuart; secretary, to Waterville, where for awhile she following 6he ceremony at th brtde’s
Her home life in Ireland was of a sity.
He has the power to move
will
be
the
guest
ot
her
daughter,
■home,
South
avenue.
Unusually
is. Alice M. Knight; assistant Miss
very beautiful nature—the homestead an audience through pure beauty of
Mrs.
Moody.
pretty
w;.s
the
dining
room
in
green
ilx-1 Seavey; treasurer, Mrs. John
and white with cut flowers, roses and being one of the loveliest in that re tone and he often produces his most
chardson; committee on work, Mrs.
Mrs.
Catherine
Mather,
Mrs.
Ida
smilax arr.mged in harmony. The gion, and her surroundings those impressive effects with the simplest
yon Maxey, Mrs. Ida Pettoe, Mrs.
Fimmons
and
Mrs.
Nellie
Hail
have
living room ’was- finished with fern that were made up of cultured peo of melodies.
ink Gregory, Mrs. Carl Chaples,
* * * *
been
selected
by
the
Women
’
s
Edu

and
roses. Roth rooms were very ple, who stood high in their church
mmmittee, rs. Harry Chase; parsonage fund
life—deans, canons and other promi
One who heard him in Portland last
A buffet lunch was
•s. Carl
Mrs. Frank Gregory, cational Club as a committee to nom charming.
nent church officials. Shortly before October said to me that he had never
lavey.
Chaples, Miss Mabel inate officers for the next term. It is served.
coining to America Mrs. l-'isk made a heard such brilliancy in playing or
urged that there be a large attend
The wedding was held on the cele
tour of the British Isles as companion witnessed such agility.
He spoke
Dr. H. L. Richards is on a vacation ance at the May 2nd meeting, as a bration of the birthday of the senior to Lady Tipping.
<
of his extreme youth—said he looked
Mrs. Gray. Mr. and Mrs. Gray have
I> to Pennsylvania, Buffalo and busy session is expected.
The voyage to America was made like a ‘ kid” as he expressed it, and
left for a short wedding tour and up
est Virginia.
In Scranton and
with Mrs. Fisk’s cousin, Mrs. For
heeling he will visit former college
Miss Rilzabeth McDougall of Rock on their return will make their home rest Morgan, and her husband. After added that his hands were so enor
mous that they spread out all over
issmates.
land has been appointed one of the in Lewiston.
a short stay in Hartford she went to the keyboard.
The bride was born and educated in
fourteen Village Seniors for next
Boston, where she was given a very
» * * *
Dr, Emery B. Howard, convaJesc- year at Wellesley College, where she Lewiston and has scores of friends responsible position in the dressmak
'1 ,m*de mention of Samuel Gard
{ from blood poisoning, is again on is just finishing her junior year. The here. She has prior to her marriage ing department of Jordan & Marsh.
street.
office is one which carries with it a been employed in the garment de She was induced to come to Rockland ner, violinist, and especially noted
great deal of responsibility. The partment of the B. Peck Company. by the imperative demand for a fash his concerto which has recently been
I
Miss Cordelia Quinn of Boston is a Village Senior is the only upper Mr. Gray was born and educated in ionable dressmaker. She was in that revised and given to the public.
est of Mr. and Mrs. E. O'B. Gonia in classman in a house of freshmen. Warren, being a graduate of the business here 20 years, her services was interested to talk with one who
Warren
High
School.
During
the
war
- New Bicknell during the illness She is the counselor, friend and
being sought by patrons from far and heard this concerto with an orches
She told me
her sister, Miss C. B. Quinn of guide of the new students, and is the he served in the Yankee Division. near, and her work stamping her as tra. over the radio.
that she heard it all, that it came
•pe at Knox Hospital. Fi^nk representative of the College Gov At this time he is associated with the an artist in that line.
lasso of Hope is also convalescing ernment Association as well. No T. A. Huston Company.—IxVvistcxn
Mrs. Fisk had been a member nf very clearly and was a splendid
m an operation at the hospital.
girl is appointed to the office unless Journal.
St. Peter’s Episcopal church since thing.
♦ • # •
sh has proved her executive ability
g lining to Rockland, and on some
Arirh-l U. Bird has been and her ability to handle girls with
Frank S. Rhodes of the Boston future day, near her familiar pew
In the musical program at the
fnd
tact, wisdom, and Judgment.
E-ndlng a few days In Boston.
Shoe Store is in Boston on business. there will he
installed a leaden, Easter service of the Wellesley Hills
stained glass window, commemorative (Mass.) Unitarian Church appeared
..................
"he A.R.T.H. Club met yesterday
of her active labors for that church the Easter Carol composed hy Mrs.
enoon witih M'S. L. Hartwell
and her devotion to it. While in Bos Annie Harrington Small, formerly of
tides. The needhcraft class are
ton she attended the Church of the Rockland, the words of which were
inemting a future for the club, as
Disciples, where she made many new written by her husband, the late Au
alsi the culinary class. At high
friends. She had served as worthy gustus D. Small.
The carol has
!,n an elaborate ^»-d was placed
matron of Golden Rod Chapter, O. been sung in the Baptist church of
ore the members, consisting of
E. S., a fraternity which she dearly this city, as well is in a number of
t.jflyh chowder, oyster crackers,
loved, and was prominent in the Massachusetts cities.
Mrs. Small’s
i cake, tarts, apple puffs, fruit
Methebesee Club, and Winslow-Hol son-in-law, Mr. Whittemore,
is
Ue, biscuit, fruit pudding with
brook Auxiliary of the American Le chorister of the Wellesley Hills
ipped cream, apple, mince and cusgion.
church.
• ♦ * *
d pie. coffee, etc. The treasurer
Beginning APRIL 24 to MAY 10 we are going to
The deceased was married Jan. 15,
e a very pleasing report of the
1888. to the late Wiiliam H. Fisk. She
•1 don’t know when there has been
make
a
Special
Discount
on
ineial condition. The next meetis survived hy two daughters. Mrs. anything given hy local talent that
is scheduled to be with Mrs. Julia
George R. Gove of Haverhill, Mass., caused the enthusiasm aroused by
RUGS, QUILTS AND BLANKETS
Chapilts, 16 Simmons street, next
nnd Miss Louise G. Fisk, an industrial “The Prince and the Goose Girl!”
day forenoon.
nurse for the Dennison Manufactur Everyone who saw it—the net re
Any bundle consisting of Rugs, Quilts or Blankets
ing Co., in Framingham. Mass., and ceipts show there were a great many
•Its. Arthur W. Hall and daughter
amounting to $1.00 or over, we will give a
one grandchild, Fisk R. Gove. Of the saw it—pronounced it one of the best
inces Adelaide, who have been the
ten members comprising the family of things they ever witnessedThom
sts the past week of Miss Halt! DISCOUNT OF 30%
Mrs. Fisk’s parents, only five survive aston, and the neighboring towns as
se Hall in Augusta, have returned
—Miss Annie Geddes of Hartford. well, certainly
feel
exceedingly
FIRST CLASS JOB IN A SANITARY LAUNDRY
;ne.Conn.; Mrs. Charles Wilson and Miss proud of Miss Smith and Miss Rug
Sarah Geddes of Newton Center, gles, who not onlj’ composed the
Phone 170 and We’ll Do the Rest
fr. and Mrs. Ardis Pease of FratikMass.; Mrs. Thomas Banford of words and music, but took in
strect annouice the engagement
Watford, Eng.; and Miss Katherine charge the costuming, stage direc
their daughter, Gladys, to RayGeddes of London. The youngest of tion, drilling, and the hundred and
nd Whitmore of Portland. Miss
the sisters, Mrs, Wilson, arrived ill one things that arise in such poise' is one of the local telephone
season to attend the funeral.
ductigns.
They had the thing
tote/1”,
„
,hange staff. Mr. Whitmore is a
worked out on such a practical basis
i sman.
MRS. ADELINE M. HAMMOND
that the expenses were almost nil,
.
-----*
cJgundni
and the credit they deserve is hard
lisses Nellie Snow and Virginia
Funeral services for Mrs. Adeline to express in words. But I am sure,
gen,t art in'OronO for a weekend
M.
Sidelinger Hammond were held in that these “modest creators,” if we
•se pat ty given, by a University of
were to endeavor to express in words
Warren at the home of her sister how much credit is due them, would
ine fraternity.
CH»AUMC>
Mrs. E. O. Perkins April 21 and burial sincerely declare that a great deal of
he Garland Class of the M. E.
was in the family lot in the Ulmer the credit belongs to the parents and
irch met with Mrs. Koster Wedcemetery, Rockland. Mrs. Hammond friends who co-cperated so unstint
(lay evening. Supper was follow;
had lived in Conneaut, Ohio, for edly to make the* affair a success.
by the annual business meeting,
many years but came to Warren in It is announced that the extrava
( charge of the president, Mrs.
17 LIMEROCK STREET.
50-54
ROCKLAND, ME.
1921 and died in East Warren, March ganza is to 'be repeated in a few
, ifcr, who will serve for another
11, 1924.
She was married Aug. 4, weeks, which brings delight to many
r. The only change in officers will
1861, te> Henry Hammond of Rock who did not have the opportunity to
the secretary, Mrs. Alice Kennedy
hear it and to many others who want
land who died many years ago.
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JOHN A. KARL & CO.
OPP. REAR HOTEL ROCKLAND

16 PARK PLACE.

TELEPHONE 745-W.
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Did you know that we are Selling Bigelow
Hartford Axminister Art Squares and Rugs
at these Very Low Prices?
9x12,

9x1 2 Grass Rugs,
8x10 Grass Rugs,
9x1 2 Tapestry Rugs,
8-3x10-6 Tapestry Rugs,
6x9 Tapestry Rugs,

$48.00

8-3x10-6,

44.00

36x72,

9.20

27x54,

6.00

$7.00
6.00
16.00
15.20
I 3.60

ALL OTHER GRADES AT SAME LOW PRICES. Largest Line in the city.

283 MAIN ST.

V. F. STUDLEY INC.

DODGE SPECIALS
Late Innovation Attracting
Much Attention In Auto
mobile Circles.
In addition to their standard types
of cars, Dodge Brothers are now pro
ducing
a special
type-A sedan,
special touring car, special roadster
and special 4-passenger coupe. The
standard types consist of the touring
car, roadster, business coupe, 4-pas
senger coupe, type-A sedan and
type-B ftedan.
Dodge Brothers believe there Is a
distinct demand, especially in metro
politan centers, for a type of car with
more complete equipment than that
carried by the standard types. They
have therefore arranged to equip as
social their type-A »'dan, 4-pas
senger coupe, touring car, and road
ster. in handling the special equip
ment, they have been very careful to
introduce only such features as will
increase the beauty and comfort of
the standard types without reacting
unfavorably on Dodge Brothers cars
in the second-hand market.
For these special types,. Dodge
Brothers have adopted equipment
consisting of nickeled radiator shell,
cowl lights, nickeled front and rear
bumpers, special striping on body
and louvers of the hood, rear view
miiTor, automatic windshield wiper,
scuff plates, motometer and lock,
blue leather upholstery in touring

ROCKLAND

car
and
roadsler,
and
disc lures which make it
superior to the
u heel.s with G-p!y 5.75 inch balloon j balloon tire adopted as standard by
type tires.
the trade, chiefly because it gives the
Dodgi: Brothers contend that the lair cushion effect in
riding andhas
special C-ply 5.75 inch balloon type i longer life with less possibility of
tire adopted by them embodies feat-1puncture.-adv.
MATINEE, 10c, 17c

PARK

EVENING, 10c, 17c, 22c

THREE SHOWS—2:00, 6:45,8:30

The Theatre with the Big Pictureslast time

/“DON’T MARRY FOR MONEY”
—With—

(

HOUSE PETERS

TODAY I
COMEDY

SCENIC

MONDAY-TUESDAY
IT IS A TRIUMPH!

EMPIRE
THE THEATRE AROUND
THE CORNER

Last Showings Today
Chapter One

“THE FAST MAIL”
—with—

William Duncan
—AIho—

Jack Hoxie
“The Galloping Ace”

AOOLPH ZUKOR. ANO
JISSE L.LASKY PRESENT

CECIL BfcMIU.ES
PRODUCTION

Monday-T uesday

“PLEASURE MAD”
—With—

Mary Alden, Huntley
Gordon, William Collier,
Jr. and Ward Crane
From Blancha Upright’s
‘‘The Valley of Content”

Wednesday—“GENTLE JULIA"
NOTICE!

On account of Daylight Saving
going into effect next week the
evening shows will start at 7:00
and 8:45 o’clock.

TRIUMPH*
WITH

LEATRICEJOY,

RODLaROCQUE

The creator cf "The Ten Commandments” breaks his own
record for lavishness with "Triumph.” The whirl of fashionable
society and the world of modern industry moulded into the most

luscious screen feast since De Mille's ' Male and Female" and
"Manslaughter.”

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

"THE

UNINVITED

GUEST’

NOTICE—On account of Daylight Saving going into effect next

week the evening shows will start at 7:00 and 8:45.
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Has spent it in better streets, better
civic

improvements,

better

schools,

better

homes, better places of business-better every

thing

than

any

previous

generation

ever

enjoyed.
Summing it up—it presents the big difference
between the home-spent dollar and the dollar spent
elsewhere.
Life becomes more and more interwoven—inter
dependent—The dollar spent in Rockland today keeps
on working here in Rockland-eventually working its
way back to you-in profits—in wages-in improvements,
in any one of a hundred different ways. But how about
the dollar you spend away from Rockland ? It pur*
chases no more, and usually less than it would at home,
and it ceases forever as an active factor in your greater
comfort and well-being here.
Every dollar spent in Rockland is a co-operative dol
lar. Every dollar spent out of Rockland is a disinter
ested dollar.
• •

Give this thought the serious consideration it deserves.
Suoport people who supoort you. Be loyal to those
who are loyal to you.
THE UNDERSIGNED BELIEVE IN FOSTERING THE HOME TOWN TEAM SPIRIT FOR ROCKLAND.
OUR PEOPLE WANT THEY CAN

ANYTHING

HAVE BY PULLING TOGETHER.

Rockland Wholesale Grocery Co.

Cutler-Cook Company

Cochran, Baker & Cross

Snow-Hudson Company

W. H. Glover Company

Deep Sea Fisheries Corporation

Consolidated Baking Company

Strand Theatre

Central Maine Power Co.

Penobscot Fish Co.

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

F. J. Simonton Company

Cobb’s, Incorporated
t
V. F. Studley Inc.

V. A. Leach

Burpee Furniture Company

Security Trust Company

Camden & Rockland Water Co.

Park and Empire Theatres

Rockland Hardware Company

Corner Drug Store

John Bird Company

Fireproof Garage

M. B. & C. 0. Perry

Stonington Furniture Co.

Livingston Mfg. Company

W. 0. Hewett Company

Rockland Savings Bank

Rockland Motor Mart

W. M. Little & Co.

Rockland National Bank

North National Bank

z

Rockland & Rockport Lime Corporation

«

